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Abstract
In order to provide dependable healthcare services for the elderly, it is necessary to have a patient-centric
healthcare architecture in which context-aware healthcare services can be provided at any time and anywhere.
Such a service automation has the virtues to overcome the disadvantages arising from the disabilities that
are inherent in the elderly population, physically challenged, and those who live in remote areas. In order
that patients trust the healthcare services provided by the system, the creation of healthcare services must
be founded on accurate personalized health model of patients, and must be delivered by experts through
dependable medical devices and secure channels. Motivated by this goal, this thesis proposes a layered
health model that can be personalized to meet the privacy requirements of a patient, and constructs a
context-aware healthcare architecture in which healthcare services for each patient is specialized based on
personalized health models, health contexts, and emerging health situations. A prototype implementation
of the architecture is validated for Hypertension and Dementia case studies.
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Providing healthcare for all, especially for elderly and physically challenged people, at any place and at
anytime is being recognized as the most efficient and cost-effective way in spite of the many challenges that
are to be overcome in making it dependable. The challenge lies in seamlessly integrating communication
technology, and information and networking technology with social aspects. It is in this context that this
thesis makes a contribution, through the introduction of a context-aware healthcare architecture for providing
healthcare services for the elderly population.
The word “Elderly” is descriptive of someone who has reached old age. Despite that there is no consensus
on an accepted and acceptable definition of old age, most developed countries accept the range of 60 to 65
as the inception of old age[114]. This also agrees with a study by Norman Ryder[95] in 1975 which pegs the
inception of old age at 65 on the basis that a person aged 65 has a remaining life-expectancy of 10 years. In
Canada, this is the age when many people are eligible for social services such as government pensions[32].
Even at a time, some provinces in Canada made it compulsory for their workers to retire at this age[32].
However, a survey average in [114] revealed that most US citizens believe that old age actually starts at 68
with some of them going as high as 74 as being the ideal age. In general, women believed that anybody aged
70 and above can be termed as an elderly while men agreed on age 66 as the starting age according to [114].
Generally, the “Elderly” population can be classified into “young-old” (65 to 74 years of age), the “aged”
(75 to 84 years of age), and the “oldest-old” (more than 85 years of age).
Between 2000 and 2010, the population of the elderly throughout the world increased at 15.1% which is
faster than the rate the total U.S population was growing [27] with a U.S Census in 2010 reporting that
there were 40.3 million elderly people in the United States which is far different from the 3.1 million reported
in 1900. In 2012, the population of the elderly made up 11% of the world’s population and was projected
to reach 22% by 2050, with 68% of the world’s population over 80 living in Asia and Latin America and the
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Table 1.1: Proportion of population aged 65 years and over, selected countries [73]
Caribbean[52]. As at 1998, old people in Canada were estimated at 3.7 million which is more than the 2.4
million estimated in 1981 and about twice of the number in 1921 [53]. Between 1986 and 2010, the number
and proportion of elderly people in Canada increased from 2.7 million to 4.8 million and from 10% to 14%
of the population [32]. [73] reports that Canada’s population growth rate is higher than Japan and Korea
because a higher value of total fertility rate and higher immigration rate as it has been evidenced that 28.4%
of the population now aged 65+ in Canada were born outside Canada. At the moment, one in six Europeans
can be regarded as elderly [101]. In Australia, older people currently make up 13.6% of the population[91].
According to [73], Japan is the demographically oldest country in the in the world with 20% of its population
aged 65+. It is estimated that by 2020, China will have 230 million elderly people, thereby making it the
largest population of elderly worldwide, while India will come next with about 158 million old people [44].
This study also asserts that by the year 2030, the number of people aged 18 across the world will be lower
than the ones over age 65, with the number of those aged 85 and above being 8.5 million [37]. [43] further
projects that the population of the elderly in the United States will more than double to about 71 million by
2030. As shown in Table 1.1, Korea, in 2005 had 9.1% of its population aged 65+ but is expected to almost
catch up with Japan in 2050. Further, by 2050, out of every four persons, one will be an elderly [31] with
life expectancy reaching 75[52].
Due to the projected growth in the population of the elderly, it is expected that the proportion of care
givers assisting the elderly will not be sufficient and the cost of giving care for the elderly will also be on
the increase. A poll in 2010 revealed that about 70% of Canadians hold the notion that the health system
must be changed in order to meet their needs as they age, while 72% of Canadians believe they won’t be
able to maintain their health as they grow older [31]. In [25], it is further reported that the world is in
need of around 2.4 million medical experts in order to be able to successfully meet healthcare needs. The
reports [31, 43] predict that Canadian healthcare costs is expected to increase by 26% between 2010 and
2036 as a result of population aging, the projected increase being 25% by 2030. An effective solution to
this problem is “healthcare service automation”, which can provide services whenever and wherever they are
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demanded thereby maximizing health service utilization and minimizing service cost. This thesis is focused
on creating an architecture for implementing such a healthcare system from bottom up.
By healthcare, we not only refer to the treatment phase but also the preventive and curative phase where
medical procedures can be initiated to enhance a person’s well-being[26]. In recent times, the healthcare
industry has used technology to provide better healthcare services to patients. For example, doctors can now
monitor patients remotely, track prescriptions as well as communicate with patients without having to be
physically present with the patient. A study revealed that computerized physician order entry with decision
support reduced the serious medication error rate by 55% [39]. The potential of what can be achieved as
healthcare continues to adopt technology has served as an encouragement to venture capitalists who invested
$955 million into health care IT in 2013 [86]. It is also of no surprise that the Canadian Government invested
close to $900 million dollars between 2007 and 2009 in an effort to implement a national health information
system [69].
The elderly population must be an important focus area due to the numerous vulnerabilities and healthcare
needs they face, especially in providing personal care in their daily living which could range from caring
for their personal hygiene to feeding. An elderly person’s nutritional requirements must be met, otherwise
it could result in malnutrition and degrading health conditions [11]. A health condition that can result
out of poor nutrition is diabetes which has been found to lead to higher rates of sudden death. Stroke is
another common problem that can arise and co-exist with diabetes [13]. Since sedentary lifestyle, social
isolation, loneliness, or depression can lead to malnourishment, and depression medications can also change
how nutrients are absorbed or how food tastes, caring the dietary needs of elderly is paramount. For the
chronically ill elderly, for example those suffering from arthritis [84] who also have a recurring episode of
osteoarthritis [84], care needs to be given in multiple dimensions. It has been reported that about 20% of
those who are 55 years and older experience mental disorders such as anxiety disorders, severe cognitive
impairment and mood disorders which are not part of normal aging[107]. Mental illness is very difficult to
address as many seniors are either unwilling or unable to report their situations. Most elderly people lack
knowledge about the causes or symptoms behind their health problems and assume their health problems are
simply due to their aging [36]. The survey [44] has revealed that 96% of the elderly have never utilized any
of the geriatric welfare services due to lack of awareness. The elderly also go through physical, psychological
and financial vulnerabilities [33], become dependent on others which exposes them to societal dangers [64]
such physical and psychological assaults, and financial exploitation [105]. The different vulnerable situations




This research is an applied research that incorporates theoretical analysis and practical application of science.
It contains a literature review of an extensive review of reports, articles and books on smart living for the
elderly with concentration on security and privacy. A survey of existing architecture solutions is included.
The literature review is a key part of this research because without healthcare domain knowledge a healthcare
system cannot be automated. The extensive list of references have helped in extracting requirements and
specifications for the modeling and development of the conceptual model. We were also able to propose a
detailed architecture for the conceptual model.
The following is a list of contributions of this thesis.
– A detailed review of the numerous daily needs and vulnerabilities of the elderly in order to motivate
the need for patient-centric and privacy-enhanced health model for the elderly.
– A comprehensive survey of existing healthcare solutions and models for the elderly, legal standards
relating to the collection, processing and storage of electronic healthcare records.
– A layered health model, the health determinants which give rise to health contexts of patients. Context-
aware healthcare is defined through the definitions of health contexts, situations, and adaptations.
– Context-aware privacy and security solutions.
– An entity model in which elderly (homes) and healthcare providers are linked through a cloud cy-
berspace.
– A context-aware healthcare architecture based on the entity model, its component-based design and
its prototype implementation.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 contains literature survey of related work. Chapter
3 provides a comprehensive review of how healthcare systems using context awareness. Chapter 4 provides
details about the context-aware architecture. Chapter 5 contains the full documentation of the detailed
design. Chapter 6 describes the case study implementation and benchmarks for the architecture proposed




In this chapter, we present a comprehensive account of published research and reports in the area of elderly
healthcare, in particular on systems that use context-awareness. We present vulnerabilities and healthcare
needs of elderly patients in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. A review of healthcare legal acts is presented in Section
2.3. Section 2.4 is about key focus areas of electronic healthcare systems. We conclude the chapter with a
review of existing context-aware systems for the elderly in Section 2.5.
2.1 Vulnerabilities Of Elderly
The elderly in society suffer different vulnerabilities today although most of them don’t report these due to
guilt, embarrassment and shame. As revealed by a study, only 1% to 12% of elderly persons report some
form of maltreatment or abuse [105]. Abusers usually start by identifying an area of vulnerability in a victim
such as depression or loneliness after which they attempt to build trust with victims by pretending to offer
services or care. Once the victim has fallen prey, they proceed to exploit the patient. The three most cited
types of abuse old people pass through are physical, psychological and financial [33].
Elderly people are more likely to be dependent on others for special needs such as protection from abuse and
exploitation resulting in frailty which further exposes them to societal dangers [64]. Frailty can be defined
as experiencing a progressive physiologic decline in multiple body systems, loss of body functions, loss of
physiologic reserve, and increased vulnerability to disease and death [41]. Frailty can also be evident by
inactivity combined with low energy intake or weight loss or low body mass index [30]. Caring for elderly
people suffering frailty often requires extreme medical intervention [41].
The elderly in the society are often targets for fraudulent business practices due to their lack of market
knowledge as most of the elderly don’t have clear guidance on the appropriate channels to contact for
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financial advice [58]. In addition to this, the frail elderly can also be more vulnerable to property damage
owing to lack of insurance[93]. According to NARCEA in 1988, on the basis of a study of data from 24
states, 20% of the Americans who were victims of elderly abuse were victims of financial exploitation[105]. A
Canadian study published in 1992 reported that more than 50% of all reported cases of elder abuse involved
material exploitation [40].
Older people are also vulnerable to physical assaults ranging from caregivers to strangers due to the frailty
they suffer [94]. The limitations old people experience during and after disasters can also not be ignored
[64]. For example, some elderly people have difficulties surviving disasters because of diminished sensory
awareness [64] and lower rescue aids than their younger counterparts [104]. It is also likely that old people
have limited mobility in dangerous situations thereby exposing them to physical harm [16].
There are also social vulnerabilities existing for old people with women rating higher than men [74]. Old
people are usually isolated from the rest of the society especially in areas with linguistic barriers which lead
to loneliness [16]. A survey revealed that on the average, 32.2% of elderly people feel lonely while only 69.5%
of elderly have recreational activity outside the home [44]. Reports say the percentages of elderly people
staying alone is 37% for those between the ages of 75 and above and 49% for those aged 85 and above thereby
making loneliness a big issue for these people [32]. Loneliness in an elderly person can lead to additional
health complication such as depression and anxiety. It is of no surprise that on the average, 55.1% of elderly
have sad attitudes towards their lives [44].
2.2 Healthcare Needs Of Elderly
The healthcare needs of the elderly are numerous and often urgent. In 1969, it was reported that elderly
persons averaged at seven visits each to clinics, compared with only four visits for children and about five
visits for adults[72]. According to the Administration on Aging, around 1.86 million elderly people reported
problems with two or more activities of daily living such as taking care of personal hygiene, feeding and
in-door mobility. Between 1994 and 1995, patients from age 75 and above are reported to have at least three
medical disorders [36]. According to another report [43] about 80% of older adults have at least one chronic
condition while 50% have at least two chronic conditions. A survey revealed that about 50% of elderly people
experience arthritis, 12% have diabetes and about 10% have had a stroke [97]. The US Centers For Disease
Control and Prevention estimates that around 80% of older Americans have at least one chronic condition
and 50% have at least two [100].
The most important healthcare need of the elderly is proper diagnosis of their health conditions as most old
people simply assume their health problems are simply due to aging [36]. A survey revealed that 96% of the
elderly have never utilized any of the geriatric welfare services, 46.3% are not even aware of the existence
of these services and 59% had to travel more than 3 kilometers for government supplied health services
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for proper medical examination [44]. Even in areas where they seem to have access to sufficient qualified
healthcare professionals, lack of insurance could also serve as a barrier [19].
There is also a growing need for aiding the mental health status of the elderly. It has been reported that
about 20% of those who are 55 years and older experience mental disorders such as anxiety disorders,
severe cognitive impairment and mood disorders which are not part of normal aging [107]. [52] reports that
35.6 million people live with dementia worldwide with the numbers expected to double every 20 years and
the number reaching 115.4 million in 2050. It is reported in [43] that nearly 7 million older adults suffer
from dementia in the United States alone. It is even expected that by 2030, about 63 million elderly persons
living in LMIC will be affected by depression thereby resulting in economic and productivity losses of around
US$16.1 trillion [63]. Women are generally known to have a double rate of depression when compared to men
with a higher prevalence rate among seniors in healthcare facilities according to a study done in Edmonton
[110]. The prevalence for depression among older adults is estimated to be at least 6% in primary care and
30% in long-term care in HIC [63]. Mental illness is very difficult to address as many seniors are unwilling
to report their situations.
It is not unusual for the elderly to have physical healthcare needs, for example arthritis which is the most
commonest cause of disability for the elderly [84]. A survey over a one-year period revealed that 10% of
people over 55 years have a recurring episode of osteoarthritis with quarter of that being severely disabled
[84]. In addition, the elderly have special food and nutritional requirements that if not met can lead to
malnutrition and degrading health conditions [11]. A health condition that can result out of poor nutrition
is diabetes which has been found to lead to higher rates of premature death and coexisting illnesses such as
stroke [13].
Meeting the healthcare needs of the elderly through the traditional method of physical visits to the hospital
is becoming more and more difficult especially in developing countries due to its growing inefficiency. Most
of the elderly have to wait on long queues when they go to hospitals for medical intervention. In addition,
cost of transportation in terms of time and money during each visit is also of concern for favoring the use of
mobile healthcare systems. It is therefore of little surprise that the 111th United States Congress enacted the
2009 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) which includes a financial incentive of $19 billion
for willing healthcare providers [98] in order to encourage them to make use of mobile systems in providing
healthcare services to their patients. Government institutions in low and middle-income countries have also
started indicating their intent in using mobile healthcare systems to achieve MDG through the development
and deployment of nation-wide health services made achievable as a result of increased availability, better
performance and cheaper mobile data rates especially in the areas of remote health-care monitoring and
emergency medical care for the elderly [15]. Health authorities usually use the information collected from
these systems for taking definite actions in improving the health conditions of the elderly in lacking regions.
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2.3 Healthcare Legal Acts
2.3.1 HIPAA
HIPAA was enacted by the United States Congress in 1996 to protect health insurance coverage for medical
workers and establish specific guidelines to follow when processing electronic medical information especially
on mobile devices due to the sensitivity of the data being measured and processed in the healthcare industry
and the risks involved in any probable breaches [46]. It was further stated that HIPAA dictates “protected
health information (PHI)” such as name, phone number, email address, photograph, payment information
and any other information that can be linked back to the patient should never be disclosed to or tampered
by third party without the express permission of the patient. The act also provides certain guidelines on
availability of information to authorized personnel and access control to medical equipments used in managing
medical records.
2.3.2 Ontario Health Information Protection Acts
In 2004, the province of Ontario [38] enacted “The Ontario Health Information Protection Act”, which is the
aggregation of the “Personal Health Information Protection Act, also known as PHIPA”, and “The Quality
of Care Information Protection Act”. It was further explained that the Act suggested that physicians should
obtain either express or implied consent before disclosing personal health information to external parties as
well as the concept of lockouts which is a situation where the patient explicitly restricted the physician from
disclosing personal health information even to others directly involved in providing healthcare services to
the patient[34]. In addition, the Act provides recommendations for information disclosure relating to family
member and the police.
2.3.3 Saskatchewan Health Information Protection Act
Saskatchewan Health Information Protection Act is the standard developed and adopted by the Govern-
ment of Saskatchewan on September 1, 2003 guarding the rights of individuals and obligations of trustees
regarding the collection, storage, use, access and disclosure of personal health information in the province of
Saskatchewan. According to the Act, Personal health information can be defined as information with respect
to the physical or mental health of the individual or about any health service provided to the individual
while a trustee includes government institutions, community clinics, district health boards, regional health
authorities, ambulance operators and health professionals [102].
Saskatchewan Health Information Protection Act upholds the right of the individual to have full control over
the use or disclosure of personal health information about himself or herself and trustees must obtain such
consent voluntarily and purposefully from the individual before using or disclosing such information. The
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Act further dictates that a trustee in charge of personal health information must establish written actionable
policies and procedures to ensure security and privacy of such information. In conclusion, it establishes
certain conditions trustees must follow before disclosing health information to information management
service providers.
2.3.4 Alberta Health Information Protection Act
Alberta Health Information Protection Act is the standard developed by the Government of Alberta guiding
health professionals on handling electronic health information in the province of Alberta. The Act states
that custodians of electronic health information must submit a privacy impact assessment to, meet any
security requirements established by the department of the Provincial Commissioner and obtain approval for
access to the provincial Electronic Health Record (EHR) from the Department [87]. According to the Act, a
custodian must ensure its electronic health record information system creates and maintains logs containing
the essential information about system access. For example, date, time, and the user who performed the
access would be recorded. The Act was enforced as Section 20 of the Health Information Amendment Act,
2009.
2.3.5 Nationwide Privacy and Security Framework for Electronic Exchange of
Individually Identifiable Health Information
This security framework is the latest released for use by organizations processing medical health information
in the United States that focuses on improving the availability of health information and health care quality.
It was prepared by the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology in the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services on December 15, 2008.
The framework states that individuals should be able to assess their information with a reasonable amount
of effort in a readable, electronic inclusive format and should be able to make appropriate changes to such
information in cases of errors [106]. It also states that the system should restrict information collection and
use to the specified purposes and be as open as possible about such uses, for example individuals should
have appropriate knowledge of how the system handles information disclosure of their identifiable health
information to designated individuals. It further emphasizes that people involved in the development of
such a system are expected to put appropriate safeguards in place to minimize the risks of unauthorized or
inappropriate access, use or disclosure.
2.3.6 Common Framework For Healthcare Information Exchange
The Common Framework For Healthcare Information Exchange was created by The Markle Foundation to
provide important basis for sharing health information between patients and healthcare providers. It contains
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16 policies which shows how various healthcare systems can ensure security and privacy of information [111].
The framework states that designers of healthcare systems should be open about the policies, purposes and
disclosure of information as much as possible with the involved individuals having unrestricted access to the
control and use of such information [103]. It also states that developer of healthcare systems are responsible
for ensuring reasonable security safeguards against risks, as well as legal and financial remedies to address
any security breaches or privacy violations.
2.4 Healthcare Systems Research Areas
While multiple authors have attempted to classify healthcare systems into different research areas, this
section discusses the seven key themes as proposed by United Nations [14].
2.4.1 Education and Awareness
These kind of healthcare systems are used to raise public awareness such as educating people on important
health topics, for example HIV/AIDS. This category also extends to systems that make use of text messaging
for health promotion or to alert target groups of health campaigns for example, to enhance sensitization about
immunization campaigns. These programmes can be set up either as one-way alerts or interactive tools and
can often be downloaded to patients’ mobile phones or sent as a series of text messages. Using SMS messages
for health campaigns is preferred due to low cost, confidentiality and broad reach [15]. However, there have
been certain barriers to using mobile technology for education and awareness such as SMS length restrictions,
language barriers, illiteracy, shortage of skilled technical personnel and lack of technical support in rural areas
[15].
2.4.2 Helpline
These are the healthcare systems that provide a range of health care services to patient over the telephone.
This also extends to healthcare systems that provide quick emergency access to health professionals, for
example 911 services in Canada. Usually, trained health professionals are available as call center agents to
answer queries from patients. This is currently being capitalized on by low income countries to overcome
health care challenges such as shortage of health professionals, cost of service and transportation as well as
the lack of sources of reliable information. However, a survey has revealed several limitations in the way the
model has been implemented. The operational cost of these call centers are hidden costs that are passed on
to the consumers. Even for setting up toll-free number there is a “set up” cost. In addition, personnel and
data management costs add up to the operational cost. Unfortunately, customers in low income countries
are unable to afford the charges involved [15], and as a consequence this service is not well utilized. To be
more specific, a recent study on healthcare systems in Egypt found that patients preferred contacting private
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transportation providers despite the availability of a national toll-free telephone service as a result of the
involved costs and slow response times [15]. In addition, such systems have inconsistent availability in areas
with low mobile coverage.
2.4.3 Diagnostic and Treatment Support
Healthcare systems under this category attempt to achieve treatment compliance, disease eradication, and
overcome challenges through the reminder systems usually by voice or SMS. Usually, these kind of systems
can be used to support patients with conditions such as diabetes and tuberculosis. Patients are also able to
use some of this category of healthcare systems to schedule or attend appointments through voice or SMS
which is becoming more rampant in areas where fixed-line telephony is minimal. However, while there is
a preference for using SMS for treatment compliance programmes across the globe due to its low cost, the
use of these systems does not automatically translate to the improvement of health service metrics such as
attendance rates by patients [15].
2.4.4 Communication and Training
Healthcare projects within this category provide access to information in form of health science publications,
medical institutions and databases using mobile devices for use by health care workers such as nurses. This
is useful in cases where medical support is scarce and in home-care services. Under these circumstances,
health care providers require quick access to effective tools and health information resources to do their
job effectively. It also extends to the communication between different health units to improve patient care
services. For example, a patient can use such systems during an emergency to check bed availability in a local
clinic before leaving home. Health Canada is currently supporting two PDA-related projects in Saskatchewan
which are listed below [15]:
– The Personal Digital Assistant and Nursing Software Evaluation Project that aims to evaluate how
technology can improve the quality of health care in the province.
– PDAs for Primary Care Nurses in Northern Saskatchewan First Nations that aims to use PDAs to
support primary care nursing practice and better meet patients’ healthcare needs.
These two healthcare systems have been identified to clearly improve nursing practice in the rural and
isolated communities [15].
2.4.5 Diseases and Epidemic Outbreak Tracking
This category of healthcare systems focuses on collecting and transmitting information about incidences of
communicable diseases thereby helping in the containment of such outbreaks. The information collected
usually include the location and levels of such diseases that health care authorities can use to target medical
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assets towards affected areas. It is particularly important in the developing countries where collecting
localized medical data is tough because a lot of affected patients often don’t have access to hospitals that
can measure and collect their health information in order to help healthcare authorities develop and gauge
medical policies. Many low-income countries are already making use of healthcare systems to survey their
population’s medical conditions [15].
2.4.6 Remote monitoring
This category of healthcare systems makes use of medical information exchanged via electronic mobile
communications to monitor and improve patients’ health condition usually with the help of medical sensors.
Usually, remote monitoring systems read physiological information about chronic health conditions such
as diabetes from the patient, and send them through mobile devices to a centralized repository hosted by
healthcare providers for analysis. The information gathered can be used for the early detection of extreme
critical conditions that can lead to loss of life. However, remote monitoring is usually very costly to maintain.
2.4.7 Remote data collection
This category of healthcare systems collect data for use by healthcare authorities and providers which can
help in the development and improvement of policies especially in situations where information is needed in
real-time thereby making paper-based reports inefficient. This is very important for conducting surveys in
developing countries. Such systems involve the use of mobile devices by health workers to collect and enter
health data after which the information is transmitted to a centralized database for analysis. Nevertheless,
systems designed for remote data collections are usually very costly to implement.
2.5 Existing Healthcare Systems
In this section, we provide a review of existing healthcare systems for the elderly. One such system is Codeblue
developed by the Harvard Sensor Network Lab which is heavily reliant on context awareness [68]. Codeblue
architecture involves the use of multiple medical sensors for the tracking of patient’s health information by
end-user devices through wireless communication. Each patient has a channel that sensors can publish data
to and end-users such as doctors and nurses can subscribe to through their hand-held devices. However, the
Codeblue project has been known to be subject to numerous attacks such as denial of service, routing loop,
and grey-hole attacks [56]. With the anticipation that Codeblue will be used in the future for emergency care
and stroke rehabilitation of elderly patients, authors of the Codeblue projects will need to include adequate
security measures in their design.
UbiMon is a context-aware healthcare architecture developed by the Imperial College, London that is aimed
at capturing detectable and predictable life threatening abnormalities in elderly patients [78]. According to
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Figure 2.1: Ubimon System Architecture [62]
[62] and shown in Figure 2.1, the UbiMon architecture consists of nodes that are integrated with sensors, Local
Processing Units (LPUs) that are used to detect health abnormalities from the information gathered from
the nodes and a Central Server (CS) that analyzes the information and make healthcare recommendations
to physicians. However, it is reported in [62] that the authors of UbiMon didn’t meet up with the security
requirements for wireless healthcare monitoring while implementing the system.
An architecture for monitoring the mental health of the elderly, especially those suffering from bipolar
disorder(BP), has been proposed in [35]. This architecture consists of two levels, namely Personal Ambient
Monitoring Infrastructure known as PAM-I and Personal Ambient Monitoring Programming Architecture
known as PAM-A. PAM-I consists of medical sensors implanted into individual’s body and environmental
sensors placed in the home environment. The mobile phones are responsible for aggregating information
from the sensors using rule-oriented applications and sending it to the personal computer for storage. The
information measured by environmental sensors is transmitted to the personal computer through common
communication protocols, for example Bluetooth [23]. The PAM-A module, on the other hand contains
applications for handling inter-device network communication. This project is focused only on providing a
reliable and acceptable solution for users thereby less emphasis was placed on patient’s privacy.
Another healthcare system that exists for the elderly is Alarm-Net developed at the University of Virginia
which is targeted at assisting elderly patient in their daily living [62]. Alarm-Net makes use of wearable
sensors to measure individual physiological data and the data is transferred along with its source address,
ID and sensor type in real-time. Network security is achieved in Alarm-Net through the use of secure remote
password (SRP) protocol. Further, its sensors make use of AES encryption scheme to protect information
[112]. According to [62], the major drawback of this approach of sensors using built-in cryptography is that
there is no way to decrypt the information while in communication which can be beneficial in cases where
it is necessary. In addition, there have been cases where confidentiality was compromised such as leakage of
location [81].
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Figure 2.2: MobiCare System Architecture [62]
Another project that extensively makes use of context-awareness is MobiCare designed in 2006 funded by
the European Commission [28]. MobiCare is used to monitor elderly patients over a wide-area. The main
motivation behind the development of MobiCare is improving the quality of life for the elderly and in essence
save lives. The architecture consists of a sensor network containing wearable sensors, a BSN manager and
a back-end infrastructure known as the MobiCare Server [62]. The sensors are responsible for gathering
information and sending it to the MobiCare client which makes use of application layer standard HTTP
POST protocol to store the information in the MobiCare Server as shown in Figure 2.2.
A most recent architecture for elderly patient’s monitoring isMEDiSN developed by John Hopkins University[61].
It contains several battery powered physiological monitors and medical sensors that measure physiological
health information. The monitors are responsible for temporarily storing health information, encrypting and
signing it and then transmitting it to relay points (RPs). These relay points are implemented as bidirec-
tional routing tree. MEDiSN makes use of a database to store health information and provide them to users
through specialized GUI clients [61].
Another wearable sensor-based mobile healthcare system that reads context-based information through the
use of small and battery-operated beacons such as motion and location of an elderly is CarePredict [2].
CarePredict transmits data through wireless communication service to remote servers from where experts
can examine the information in order to detect any acute deviation, such as restless sleep patterns and
changes in eating patterns of the elderly which can then be isolated and investigated further. CarePredict
allows caregivers and family members to track information about their loved ones from any computer and
subscribers can grant or revoke access at any time they want.
Other context-aware healthcare projects include those being developed by University of Rochester, Georgia
Tech, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), TIAX, and LLC. All are “smart living” projects where
context-aware and ubiquitous sensing, computer vision-based monitoring and acoustic tracking through the
use of infrared sensors and video cameras in laboratories are combined in order to monitor health information
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for long periods of time[113]. Guardian Angel Service, developed for the Symbian OS platforms, also provides
active context-aware monitoring for medical stakeholders about elderly facing chronic conditions [70]. It uses
context-aware sensors to read vital signs like heart rate and skin temperature in order to help the patient
avoid hazardous health conditions. CareMerge is an enterprise mobile healthcare system that helps provide
real time information about the health of the elderly to their healthcare providers and family [1]. It offers
communication with and notification to family members, tracking and sharing of health information and
automatic reminders. Virtual Health Pet system, developed in Brazil with Java Micro Edition (J2ME)
technology [76], sends out alarm to remind the elderly on medication, as well as alerting emergency services.
GetMyRx system attempts to simplify the administrative task behind the elderly people in getting their
prescriptions [8]. It involves scanning and sending of paper prescriptions with name and address of the patient
to a local pharmacies for delivery. Doctors are also able to send prescriptions directly to pharmacies from
the comfort of their offices. Chinese Aged Diabetic Assistant, developed by Microsoft in China [3], is a smart-
phone-based support system for elderly diabetics patients that provides recommendations and guidelines for
patients in taking insulin and oral medications. Mobile HIV/AIDS Support [9] assists healthcare workers in
rendering quality services in the developing world by providing reliable medical information for use while
the health staff are in the field. EpiSurveyor [7] is an easy to use open source software developed by
Washington-based non-profit software company DataDyne that helps in the creation and sharing of surveys
for development of policies by healthcare authorities.
From the review, it is clear that the current systems are more focused on providing information to medical
professionals and helping them to reduce administrative work than to providing direct healthcare support
for diagnostic or clinical purposes. Moreover, these systems are not patient-centric, in the sense that they
do not provide immediate feedback to patients nor do they put them in the healthcare loop. This is evident
as most of the user interfaces for these systems are very complex thereby making interaction with such
systems difficult for elderly patients. Some of the systems are also only targeted towards one specific health
condition which makes it impossible for elderly patients who suffer multiple medical problems to use them.
The architecture that is proposed in the thesis is based on “open-closed” principle. It is closed with respect
to those who are registered with it and who are authenticated to use it. It is open in the sense that any
one from anywhere and at any time can register into the system and get its services. Most importantly, the
system is patient-centric. Thus, patients are part of the feed-back loop. They communicate directly with
medical experts, get auto-feedback from the reasoners that adapt to their health contexts, and will have the
ability to be part of “social network” to exchange their health history and treatment details within their
choice of networked friends.
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Chapter 3
Context Awareness In Healthcare
The health care domain is a rich domain for context-aware architectures that usually focus on monitoring
and improving patient’s health conditions over a period of time by processing and sharing EMR among
medical stakeholders. EMR is a generic term that can be used to classify longitudinal electronic records of
patient health information generated by one or more encounters in any care delivery setting and can be used
in reducing medical errors as well as improving healthcare savings.
A category of electronic healthcare systems heavily dependent on context awareness are mHealth systems.
mHealth can be defined as the integration of mobile computing, medical sensors and portable devices to ensure
health care [55]. That is, properly configured medical devices, medical professional, and care givers when
integrated with mobile computing, medical sensors and communications technologies [54] healthcare can be
provided more efficiently with optimal cost. The mHealth domain arose out of the need to provide healthcare
services to patients regardless of their physical location. Some other factors such as increased availability,
better performance, context-awareness capabilities and cheaper mobile data rates have also contributed to
this shift of interest in the mHealth domain. For example, it is reported in [60] that 83% of American adults
have an active mobile phone while 35% of these users use their phones to access information over the internet.
Another report [29] confirms that at the end of 2009, in advanced countries there were approximately 4.6
billion mobile cellular subscriptions, with the average penetration rate of above 100%. Individuals were
within the reach of their mobile phones on an average of 58% of the time [82], thus making it easy for a
system to monitor and understand personal habits and preferences. According to the report [29], in 2014
alone the use of some of the current mHealth systems have resulted in healthcare savings worldwide between
1.96 billion and 5.83 billion dollars. It is therefore no surprise that government institutions in industrialized
countries as well as low and middle-income countries are continually indicating their intent in using mobile
healthcare systems to achieve MDG through the development and deployment of nation-wide health services
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made achievable especially in the areas of remote health-care monitoring of patients, maternal and child
health as well as emergency medical care [88]. The information collected from these systems can further be
used by health authorities for taking definite actions in improving the health conditions of backward regions.
However, most electronic healthcare architectures still face challenges in worldwide adoption due to their lack
of robust security and privacy measures and inadequate knowledge integration to meet up with healthcare
laws and regulations [79]. A national study [55] shows that there are a lot of security and privacy issues
that must be integrated in the healthcare architecture before it can be readied for real deployment. This
is because most of these architectures are designed to communicate over wireless networks thereby making
them susceptible to common vulnerabilities. These vulnerabilities can be classified into two major categories,
called passive and active [77]. A passive attack is usually a network attack where the attacker intends to gain
information, while an active attack is one in which the attacker can change the communicated information
itself. Thus in a passive attack confidentiality is compromised, and in active attack integrity is lost.
In this chapter, we give an overview of the concepts and terminologies of context-aware healthcare architec-
tures. Section 3.1 provides an introduction to context-awareness. In Sections 3.2 and 3.3, we present the
terminologies on which healthcare architectures are built on. In Section 3.4, we discuss the essential security
and privacy features to integrate in the architecture.
3.1 Context
Context is very important to our day-to-day living as it provides relevant details about people, places, things
and devices in the environment. It is how we interpret and interact with the environment. For example,
we use context to sense and react to cases of impending danger. However, this innate ability does not
automatically translate when we interact with computer systems. While it is easy for an health provider
to interpret the current health condition of a patient, a computer system needs to be modeled in such a
way that it makes use of certain tag values in making relevant and accurate decisions. For example, GPS
coordinates may not bring relevant knowledge about the context of a dementia patient, but information such
as elderly home or hospital are more useful.
Context can be defined as any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an event. A
situation occurs when multiple entities around an event are assigned values. An entity is a person, place
or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and a system including location,
time, activities and the preferences of each entity [51]. Another definition of context relating to ubiquitous
computing regards it as any circumstance or condition surrounding a user that is considered relevant to the
interaction between the user and the ubiquitous computing environment [90]. By extension, context-aware
computing can be seen as the ability of a system to adapt to changing circumstances and respond according
to the context of use [59]. A context-aware healthcare architecture intends to make use of the situations
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Figure 3.1: Health Determinants
around a patient to make better decisions with the overall aim of achieving the patient’s health goals.
Context awareness is currently being used in numerous other domains apart from healthcare. For example,
in the domain of education, MOBIlearn is a project that aims at assisting individuals in learning by using
context awareness to select relevant contents for such individuals [67]. Search engines are also known to
use context awareness to provide relevant search results to users. Big companies are also attempting to use
context-awareness to implement various context-aware solutions for example the Cool Town Project by HP
as stated in [85].
3.2 Terminologies
This section discusses the terminologies used in the extension of our architecture. These terminologies were
formed by adapting context awareness terms to the healthcare domain. By introducing these concepts, we
hope to provide a solid foundation for understanding the architecture.
3.2.1 Health Determinants
By Health Determinants, we refer to factors that affect the health of an individual. These factors can be
used to create a personalized health model for a patient, thereby assisting the physician in making decisions
that will ultimately lead to the improvement of the patient’s health status. A patient’s health model can
further be enhanced by including his desired privacy policies. Examples of Health Determinants include
biological, environmental and physiological factors. Health determinants can be represented as either atomic
or tuples or a collection of atoms and tuples where an atomic representation refers to a tag-value pair with
specific data types and units. The values can be monitored initially, at specific intervals or even continuously
especially when they are critical to the health of the patient.
Fig 3.1, an enrichment of the health model [48], has 12 categories of Health Determinants. Their informal
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meanings are explained below.
– Income and Social Status: By income and social status, we refer to the aggregation of information
about the wealth, lifestyles and occupations of patients. These information, either in isolation or when
combined can be used to estimate the health status of an individual or a group of people. For example,
as shown in Fig 3.2, there is substantial evidence that people higher up the social hierarchy and with
higher income usually have longer life expectancy as a result of having access to quality healthcare
services as well as qualified medical advising. This relationship between social hierarchy and health
status is denoted by a term called Social Inequalities in Health as stated in [42].
– Social Support Networks: Social support networks refer to support from families, friends and commu-
nities. Social networks can effect the health status of a patient in many ways. A California study was
able to establish that the more social contacts an individual, the less unlikely the person is to die early
as those social contacts are sources of emotional reassurance.
– Education: It has also been established that health conditions improve with level of education because
the level of education contributes to social status. People with higher levels of education are also able
to understand and follow medical advising information.
– Employment and Working Conditions: When people are unemployed or work in unsafe environment,
they tend to have poorer health conditions because a good job does not only provide a source of income
but also personal satisfaction and opportunities to expand social connections. For those working in
unsafe environment, it is very easy for them to suffer stress and bodily pains with increased chances
of high blood pressure and heart disease.
– Social Environments: Social environments refer to the values and norms by a society. These values
influence the health conditions of individuals and populations. For example, it can be expected that
in societies where government and organizations regularly hold health awareness campaigns, people
living in such societies will make healthier choices thereby resulting healthier conditions.
– Physical Environments: Physical environments refer to environmental factors such as climate change,
pollution and indoor air quality. Research shows that people staying in areas experiencing exposures
to pollution are usually at the risk of suffering chronic diseases and communicable diseases.
– Personal Health Practices and Coping Skills: Personal Health Practices and Coping Skills refer day-to-
day decisions individuals make in order to maintain sound health as well the effect of social, economic,
and environmental factors on these decisions. For example, smoking has been found to be responsible
for a significant percentage of deaths for adults between the ages of 35 and 84.
– Healthy Child Development: Recent research reveals that experiences while at a young age have signifi-
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Figure 3.2: Life Expectancy In Years
cant influence on an individual’s health condition. According to the research study, positive stimulation
in between birth and age 6 influences the connecting and sculpting of the brain’s neurons thereby im-
proving learning, behavior and health. For example, a child who grows up in a dysfunctional home
environment is more likely to experience increased emotional vulnerability later in life.
– Biology and Genetic Endowment: Biology and genetic endowment of an individual is a significant
determinant of health. Genetic endowment in some situations determine how individuals respond to
epidemics thereby determining the overall health condition of such individuals.
– Gender: Gender refers to the array of roles and personality traits attributed to the two sexes. As shown
in Fig 3.2, men are more likely to die prematurely than women as a result of higher susceptibility to
heart disease, fatal unintentional injuries, cancer and suicide. For example, rates of potential years of
life lost before age 70 was found to be almost twice as high for men than women and approximately
three times as high among men aged 20 to 34.
– Culture: Culture is a system of ideas and values an individual lives by every day. A persons cultural
background has an important influence on his or her emotions, diet and attitudes to illness all of which
can influence health and the use of health care [50].
3.2.2 Health Conditions
The term Health Condition refers to the medical diagnosis of a patient done by healthcare professionals.
For example, based on the medical tests, a patient’s health condition may be determined as ‘depression‘ or
‘dementia‘. It is important to note that a patient can have multiple health conditions and can also be at risk
of developing additional health conditions that can result from one or more of existing health conditions. We
intend to categorize health conditions in terms of the health determinants that can be monitored to assess
a patient’s health progress over a period of time. For the purpose of this thesis, we selected dementia and
hypertension as our major case studies.
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3.2.3 Health Situations
We use Health Situations to represent states of interest to the healthcare application in our architecture.
Usually, for each health condition, there will be a certain set of health situations that are important for
consideration. For example, the High health situation is realized when a patient diagnosed with a diabetic
health condition records a blood sugar level of 10.5mmol or above. Health Situations can have relations
between each other. For example, an Emergency situation usually follows a Danger situation. It is important
to note that Health Situations are constructed by the medical experts, based on medical knowledge and
clinical experience. As such, a health situation is domain-dependent and context-sensitive.
Health Situations are of more importance to our healthcare architecture than the observed health readings
through sensors. For example, an Emergency Situation defined for a certain health context is more helpful
for making decisions than the observed temperature value of 100oC. Therefore, it is important to have a
component that can relate observed health readings to the corresponding situations and reason on predefined
reaction choices. This module should be designed to take in observed values and perform data transformation
in order to relate to corresponding Health Situations. In cases where a Health Situation depends on more
than several determinants, this module also aggregates the different values to perform a look up of the
corresponding situation.
3.2.3.1 Situation Expression Language (SEL)
In order to interpret situations syntactically, there is a need for an expression language as discussed in [18].
This expression language allows for mathematical representations of situations thereby making it easier for
electronic systems to interpret and make adaptations based on such context. The following operations are
supported in SEL:
– Comparison operations, for example Equal and Not Equal.
– Logical operations, for example AND, OR and NOT.
– Basic operations, for example Addition, Subtraction and Division.
The language can support expressing Hybrid Situations, which are situations dependent on other situations,
as well as Literal Situations that are dependent on only their dimension values. This expression language
was defined using a CFG.
Situations are defined in the expression language within curly brackets as shown below:
<Situation> ::= <SituationRule> or <LiteralExpression> (3.1)
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<ANDSituationRule> ::= <SituationRule> AND <SituationRule> (3.2)
<ORSituationRule> ::= <Situation> OR < SituationRule > (3.3)
<NOTSituationRule> ::= NOT < SituationRule> (3.4)
<SituationToken> ::= Identifier (3.5)
<LiteralExpression> ::= {(<DimensionRule>)} (3.6)
3.2.4 Health Context (HT)
We use Health Context to represent the observations of continuous monitoring of a patient, done through the
sensor network for each patient. For example, the ID, time, and location of a patient together with the blood
pressure reading is a health context. It is possible to represent observed measurements differently based on
the device used to measure. For example, for sugar level reading the units are different in Asia and in North
America. While keeping track of Health Context, it is important to consider the parameter type and unit of
the reading in order to ensure accuracy and compatibility.
3.2.5 Health Adaptation (HA)
Health Adaptation is the set of predefined execution plans, usually provided by healthcare experts, for each
specific health category. Examples of health categories are diabetics, hypertension, depression, and dementia.
Health situation for each health category identifies the significant levels that should be monitored for patients
in that category. However, it can be specialized for a particular patient within each health category by taking
into account the patient’s context history, personalized health model, and the other health categories to which
a patient might belong. For example, patient A and patient B may both belong to diabetics category, however
patient A might also have hypertension while patient B might have depression. So, even if their blood sugar
level readings are identical, it may have to be interpretted differently for the two patients. Our architecture
also considers past histories of health contexts to cater for cases where a particular context might need
to occur for a number of times before its associated Health Adaptation can be triggered. An example of
Health Adaptation is sending a message to emergency ambulance services to pick up a dementia patient
who is wandering outside the healthcare facility while her health context (as monitored by a glucose meter
embedded in her body) suggests her health situation to “high sugar level”. As suggested by this example,
an adaptation might involve a sequence of actions, depending upon the message type and complexity. A
simple message like “trace the patient” will have to be interpreted according to the healthcare policy in
force at “emergency service department”. In order to express adaptations (and their associated actions) we
need a rich language. The virtue of such a language, in which several types of actions such as “sequential
actions”, “conditional actions” and “repetitive actions”, is that it can be coded in a high-level language for
automation through existing actuators. As we explain in the following section, this language cannot be a
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general purpose programming language, yet it will inherit the features of such a language.
3.2.5.1 Workflow And Policy Expression Language (WPL)
In this section, we discuss the language for expressing and executing adaptations. This expression language
is defined using a CFG whose grammar is shown in the Appendix. In simple terms, using WPL a collection
of workflows can be specified, where a workflow is defined below.
<Workflow> ::= < StatementCollection > (3.7)
The Statement Collection can contain multiple statements or just one statement. for example, the While
statement can be used to express repetition of a set of actions, subject to finite termination. For checking
policies, a Condition Statement can be used as a part of an IF Statement or a While Statement.
3.3 Entity Model
In this section, we provide the entity model of our healthcare architecture. Figure 3.3 shows the general
overview of the essential entities in the architecture. This model can be extended to integrate more entities,
such as hospitals, government healthcare agencies, and healthcare insurance providers.
3.3.1 Elderly Home (EH)
We use the entity Elderly Home (EH) to represent a smart physical accommodation for elderly people
where they are managed and monitored by primary caregivers through the use of wearable or implanted
photoelectric small storage devices known as sensors for measuring and monitoring changes in environment.
These sensors can either be categorized as hardware-based or software-based or hybrid of the two categories.
The range of a sensor refers to the intervals that a sensor is designed to measure. To be more precise, the
range of a sensor represents its highest and lowest measurable values for example a given pressure sensor may
have a range of -400 to +400mmHg. The accuracy of a sensor refers to how far a sensor can deviate from
the ideal value it is meant to measure, for example a temperature sensor accurate to 0.0010oC is expected to
agree within 0.001oC. The sensitivity of a sensor refers to the least input value to cause an output change in
such a sensor which in essence the slope of the output characteristic curve. An example is a blood pressure
transducer with a sensitivity of 10 mV/V/mm Hg that will output 10-mV output voltage for each volt of
excitation potential and each mmHg of applied pressure.
A sensor can either monitor changes either in real time or at specific intervals. For sensors reading data in
real time, it is very important to be able to process the data as it is measured with minimal errors. Examples
of sensors commonly used in the healthcare sensors include blood glucose, blood pressure, gyroscope, and
pulse oximetry sensors. . These sensors are usually connected in a star topology through wires and short-
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range wireless techniques such as IEEE 802.15.1/Bluetooth or IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee, or a combination of
the two [89]. For example, a patient suffering from diabetes may use two different sensors, one measuring the
glucose level and the other measuring body mass index (BMI). Another example is the detection of location
from a GPS sensor or user’s IP address where many readings that are available and just one value must be
selected from these readings. Each sensor in the elderly home acquires data, converts it into an electrical
signal and amplifies it for communication with the module responsible for validation and aggregation. This
aggregator module can also request readings from a particular sensor at a specific point in time. In order
to support this, sensors usually cache latest readings of parameters with the appropriate expiration dates.
This architecture is popularly known as BAN.
Electronic communication in the Elderly Home is often done through a mobile terminal which is simply
a device such as a phone or personal display assistant. They have the ability to send information over a
network. Usually, the mobile terminal has an application running on its operating system that acts as a hub
that records all the data coming in from all the sensors and actuators, stores temporary information in a local
database and then sends data out of the BAN to the Cloud Cyberspace through Inter-Ban communication.
Most mobile terminals run one of the following operating systems: Android, IOS and Windows Phone.
3.3.1.1 Android
Android operating system is an open source operating system that runs on touchscreen mobile devices. It is
based on the Linux kernel written in C and was developed by the Open Handset Alliance led by Google. It
was first launched on November 5, 2007 and since then has proceeded to become one of the famous operating
systems in the world having released 9 major versions: Donut, Eclair, Froyo, Gingerbread, Honeycomb, Ice
Cream Sandwich, Jelly Bean, KitKat and Lollipop. Applications that run on the Android operating system
are usually developed with the Java programming language and can be deployed through the Google or
Amazon playstore.
3.3.1.2 IOS
IOS operating System is an operating system developed by Apple Incorporation. It was released in 2007.
Since then, IOS has evolved from version 1.0 to version 6.0. Applications running on the IOS platform
are usually developed with the Objective C programming language and can be deployed through the Apple
Store. IOS boasts of encrypting all personal information as long as the user uses a passcode.
3.3.1.3 Windows Phone
Windows Phone operating system is an operating system developed by Microsoft. It was first released as
Windows Mobile in 2003 and was the most popular operating system in the United States at some point.
However, due to the wide acceptance of the IOS and Android operating systems, the Windows Mobile has
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Figure 3.3: Entity Model
lost most of its popularity. On realizing this, Microsoft announced a similar operating system called Windows
Phone. Applications running on the Windows Phone platform are usually developed with the Visual C++
programming language and can be deployed through the Windows App Store.
3.3.2 Inter-BAN Communication
Inter-BAN communication makes use of wireless network technologies such as 3G andWLAN. The connection
usually involves the transfer of data outside of the Body Area Network to a computer server over HTTP.
3.3.2.1 HTTP
The HTTP is a stateless protocol in the application layer for the transmission of information in the client-
server model. Each session involves connection from the client to the server through TCP including certain
request methods indicating the action to be performed on a resource and the server responding back to
the client with the outcome of the request. Usually this connection is susceptible to eavesdropping and
man-in-the-middle attacks which has led to the development and use of SSL for the encryption of HTTP
connections.
3.3.2.2 3G
3G is the third generation of wireless broadband technology and supports services that provide an information
transfer rate of at least 200 kbit/s. It is based on a set of standards used for mobile telecommunications by
the International Telecommunication Union. 3G has opened a new variety of applications especially in the
mobile health sector.
3.3.2.3 WLAN
The WLAN is a wireless technology for two or more devices that uses high-frequency radio waves and often
include an access point for the transmission and reception of radio signals to the internet. Usually, WLANs
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are compromised by using specialized software to break algorithms used by the access point for the encryption
of information transmission. Typically in WLAN, users can transfer data for up to 54Mb/s with a distance
of 500m.
3.3.3 Cloud Cyberspace (CC)
The Cloud Cyberspace (CC) represents the server where all incoming medical information from the elderly
home is received, persisted and made available to healthcare service providers. The infrastructure of the
system is based on a concept called known as Cloud Computing. The term Cloud Computing actually
became popular in October 2007 when IBM and Google combined to form a collaboration in the area of
interoperability [17] with the first major implementation launched in November the same year by IBM [65].
After this, multiple similar projects have implemented by various technology companies such as Yahoo and
Intel Corporation [109]. According to [17], Cloud Computing implies a SOA that offers reduced information
technology overhead for the end-user as well as great flexibility, reduced total cost of ownership and on-
demand services. The SOA involves data requests to an end-point by end-users at desired functional, quality
and capacity levels and reception either at the time requested or at a specified later time [17]. The first
implementations of the SOA architecture included the remote procedure calls (RPC), DCOM and Object
Request Brokers (ORBs) based on the CORBA specifications [5].
As indicated in [66], Cloud computing provides services to users in three major layers discussed below:
– IaaS: In IaaS, the cloud provider hosts the service infrastructure which includes operating systems,
storage and deployed applications on behalf of its users and provides a set of virtualised service inter-
faces through which users can manage these resources remotely. The provider also assists in performing
certain tasks such as maintenance and backup. Compared to the users at other layers of cloud com-
puting services, an IaaS user has more access and control over software components and usually pays
for the services on a per-use model basis.
– PaaS: In PaaS, the cloud provider provides an environment for developers to implement their appli-
cations and services over the internet. These services can then be accessed through the use of a web
browser. A consumer of PaaS is usually able to manager or control the applications and some of the
hosting environment settings but usually can’t access the underlying platform like a IaaS. PaaS services
are usually paid for on a subscription basis usually per year.
– SaaS: In SaaS, the end users access software applications over the internet without having to manage
or control the underlying cloud infrastructure thereby removing the need for investment in additional
hardware. A good example is web-based email. SaaS users usually subscribe on a monthly basis.
A comparison of the summary of differences among the three service layers is shown in Table 3.1. Through
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Table 3.1: Comparison of cloud service models [4]
the power that Cloud Computing offers, patient’s personal health information is shared among multiple
health providers by the Cloud Cyberspace (CC). The Cloud Cyberspace makes use of the Workflow Policy
Expression Language to analyze medical information for predefined states and executes the corresponding
response as stated by the healthcare experts.
The Cloud Cyberspace is expected is expected to share patient’s personal health information with multiple
clients and usually runs a web server such as Apache and IIS which is used for processing and persisting
data usually in a database like MySQL or SQL Server.
3.3.3.1 Apache Web Server
The Apache Web Server is a free open-source web server launched in 1995 and widely used by server
administrators worldwide. It is available for a lot of operating systems including linux and windows. Apache
usually runs under the process name “httpd”. The latest version for Apache is 2.4.12.
3.3.3.2 Internet Information Services(IIS) Web Server
The IIS web server is a web server developed for Windows NT by Microsoft for use with Microsoft Web Tech-
nologies such as the ASP.NET, Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) and Sharepoint applications.
The latest version for IIS is 8.5.
3.3.3.3 MySQL
MySQL is an open-source relational database management software currently managed by Oracle Corpora-
tion. Many web applications such as Wordpress and Drupal rely on MySQL as their primary datastore due
to its low management costs and enterprise capabilities. Although MySQL is widely accepted and used, it is
not fully compliant with functionality standards for relational database management softwares. The latest
MySQL version is 5.7.
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3.3.3.4 SQL Server
Microsoft SQL Server is a relational database management system developed by Microsoft for enterprise use.
It runs Transact-SQL and provides enhanced reporting, scalability and security. The latest version is SQL
Server 2014.
3.3.4 Service Providers (SP)
The Service Providers (SP) represents the generic actuators in the system that provide healthcare ser-
vices to patients. These actuators can also either be hardware-based, software-based or even human-based.
Hardware-based actuators usually work by converting energy into motion. Actuators work by subscribing
to events and getting instructions included in the event for example an emergency service can subscribe
to be notified when an elderly patient requires such services [92]. It is possible to have multiple actuators
interacting with a context-aware architecture through the use of public interfaces.
We provide a summary of the actuator types that we expect to interact with our architecture below:
– Caregivers: Caregivers provide paid or unpaid daily care to the patients. The usual duties that are
expected from caregivers include managing medications, providing personal hygiene and interacting
with doctors and nurses on the behalf of the patient. It is assumed that each caregiver owns a mobile
device through which they are able to subscribe for notifications from the Cloud Cyberspace (CC) based
on the current context of the patient. We also expect that a patient can be linked to multiple care
givers. For a diabetic elderly patient, a caregiver might be required to administer insulin at certain
specific times everyday. ited
– Doctors: Doctors provide services to patients that assist in the diagnosis and treatment of diseases.
Before a patient can be admitted into the Elderly Home (EH), it is expected that he or she would have
been diagnosed with a particular medical condition and an appropriate treatment plan would have
been recommended. Doctors can subscribe to the Cloud Cyberspace (CC) to receive notifications when
situations that require a change in the treatment plan of a patient is detected.
– Pharmacists: Pharmacists provide services to patients that ensure safe and effective medication use.
Pharmacists can subscribe to the Cloud Cyberspace (CC) to request for drug dispatch requests based
on the treatment plan created by the doctor.
– Emergency Response Officers: Emergency Response Officers are health service providers that are
trained to be the first line of response in any emergency situation. Usually, their job include providing
an initial assessment of the situation and then picking up the patient for emergency admission in the
hospital. Emergency Response Officers can subscribe to the Cloud Cyberspace (CC) for notification on
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critical situations.
3.4 Context-dependent Security and Privacy
For us to have a dependable healthcare architecture, it is important to consider the serious challenge of
protecting the information stored on these systems (security) and ensuring the information is used for
appropriate or specified purposes (privacy). Most healthcare systems consist of wearable or implantable
medical sensors that measure physiological information about patients and send them to a remote server
through electronic devices. This architecture opens door to multiple entry points for attackers to compromise
the system ranging from threats that focus on eavesdropping on information while in transit to threats that
targeted towards making the system unavailable for usage. Over 18 million patients had their health records
breached between 2009 and 2011 with an average of 49,000 records are breached per incident, thereby making
the impact of breaches significant [96]. However, a report identified that there are more data breaches due
to loss or theft than hacking [22].
The consequences of information breach on context-aware healthcare architectures are overwhelming. Health-
care providers can lose data, revenue, trust, customers and opportunities as a result of having their system
compromised. In fact, for healthcare providers to benefit from the 2009 American Recovery and Reinvest-
ment Act (ARRA), they must ensure that the health information collected from patients are stored with
appropriate security and privacy measures and also meaningfully used [98]. A stolen personal health record
is estimated to worth $50 on the black market which is much more than the cost of a stolen credit card
with CCV estimated to worth between $1 and $6 [96].It was further pointed that a US health insurance
firm recently incurred fines and penalties worth $250,000 as a result of a recent breach of 1.5 million medical
records. Apart from the financial consequences, many users usually lose faith in healthcare systems once
there has been at least one case of breach reported. It is therefore important to consider the security and
privacy of patient while developing healthcare architectures.
3.4.1 Common Issues
Surveys revealed that a lot of users of healthcare systems are unaware that they are targets of cyber-attacks
and what they can do to mitigate such threats. For example, as at 2012, 44% of adult mobile users are not
aware of the vulnerabilities and solutions for their mobile systems [99]. According to the report, the number
grew substantially to 57% in 2013. Usually, this lack of awareness is enhanced by the fact that hackers can
easily cover their tracks in the mobile ecosystem as mobile devices have restricted user interfaces and low
resources especially in the mHealth domain as most of such systems usually collect large amounts of sensitive
personalized information about subscribers and this can lead to adverse consequences if such information is
made available to unauthorized or unavailable to authorized users. An unauthorized user can range from an
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attacker that is attempting to view information being sent over a public network to a third party accessing
information from the mobile device if it is lost by the user.
However, most existing mHealth systems have not incorporated security. According to a recent survey [20],
only 38% of mobile health care systems have clearly defined mobile privacy policies that they follow in
ensuring patient’s privacy. Another study of mobile health and fitness applications reported that only 25%
of free mHealth applications and 48% of paid mHealth applications informed their users about the existence
of such policies [71]. Some of these applications also share personalized health information with third party
systems without informing users [49].
In addition, because most mHealth systems make use of sensors to transmit sensitive detailed health infor-
mation about patients over a wireless or wired network, an attacker can install a malicious node within the
range of the network and intercept information. This activity is referred to as passive eavesdropping. The
next higher level of attack is the activity where by using a malicious node to grab information, via sending
queries to an existing transmitter, is referred to as active eavesdropping. Such information may contain
additional information about patients’ habits, location and movements and therefore unintended disclosure
of such information pose huge risk to patients for example an attacker can use the compromised message to
physically harm the patient [47].
Most mHealth systems store information about patients on cloud servers susceptible to various common
internet attacks [115]. The recent attack on HealthCare.gov website was due to the fact that the appropriate
security measures for changing manufacturer’s default password were not implemented on the cloud servers.
In 2014, it is reported [21] that attackers targeted healthcare accounts more frequently than the business
sector.
Another important security and privacy issue for mHealth systems is the situation where patients lose their
mobile devices without implementing appropriate authentication mechanisms such as passwords on such
devices [57]. This also applies to healthcare providers implementing the BYOD paradigm where employees
bring their own personal devices for use at work. 2% of all mobile users in the UK reported theft in 2009
[47]. In addition, security issues could also occur in cases of ownership changes where the application stores
information locally and the user forgets to wipe his health information before decommissioning.
Usually, most of the security and privacy issues existing in mHealth systems occur because no standard
development procedures exist [57]. This implies that security and privacy issues are largely left to the
manufacturers of mobile applications. Thus, not only the current apps are insecure, but also they are not
interoperable. Consequently, the two basic principles of scalability and integration that are insisted for a
disciplined development of software systems are lacking in mobile apps sector. Even when two apps may
be interoperable the absence of secure protocols and varying degrees of security holes in the apps virtually
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hinder scalability and integration. As an example of the severity, consider an elderly person who wants to
pay for healthcare services while connected to a healthcare network. He will have to use many different
apps, one for interacting with the healthcare facility, and another for mobile banking [83]. Yet, there is no
way of informing the healthcare facility that the automatic transfer through mobile banking is meant for a
very specific health service provided in the healthcare network. The lack of a standardized process also has
implication in the appropriateness of security and privacy measures implemented in the mobile app. The
app development team will be different from health professionals and consequently they lack the necessary
domain knowledge that will drive security and privacy policies. Unintended data exposure can lead to loss
of trust among clinicians and patients, especially in cases of applications that demand services from many
domains.
3.4.2 The IAS-octave Model
In this section, we discuss an important security model known as the IAS-octave Model proposed by the
Information Assurance and Security in 2013. This attempts to classify all the requirements for implementing
software security. This model is basically an extension of the CIA triad which has existed as the model for
information system security for a long time.
– Confidentiality: Confidentiality is keeping the information private from unauthorized users. It can also
be seen as the right of an individual to have personal information kept private. If this right is violated,
it could lead to grave consequences. Generally, confidentiality is achieved through cryptography.
– Integrity: Integrity in information security refers to keeping data as accurate and consistent as possible
during its lifecycle [24]. In other words, information about users can only be modified by authorized
parties especially in the healthcare industry where the personal health information about the patient
is expected to be recent and only susceptible to changes by the patient himself.
– Availability: A secure system is expected to be available to users at all times. Information is un-
available not only when it is lost or destroyed, but also when access to the information is denied or
delayed (usually referred to Denial Of Service attacks which is very common nowadays). In healthcare,
availability is a very important property. A typical scenario is patient monitoring where the system is
expected to provide real time updates to health care providers. If information becomes unavailable in
such a system, it could lead to disastrous outcomes.
– Accountability: Accountability is being able to trace the actions of an entity uniquely to that entity.
For example, the system should be able to link data violations to responsible individuals and impose
appropriate corresponding punishments. In essence, accountability is answerability with sanctions.
– Auditability: Auditability is the capacity of a system to follow all activities associated with an infor-
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mation resource. Usually, it involves a backward trace of activities to ensure accountability. Usually
auditability is achieved through the use of audit logs or trails.
– Authenticity: Authenticity refers to genuinity of information and users working with the information.
In other words, authenticity involves all parties involved provide a form of identity for authentication
and authorization. There are three ways of authenticating a user which are things the user knows (for
example, username and password combination), things the user has (for example, ID card) and things
the user is or does (for example, fingerprints). Authorization is usually achieved through role-based
access control.
– Non-repudiation: Non-repudiation is a legal concept which translates to the assurance that all parties
involved in a digital transaction cannot deny their involvements. For example, non-repudiation can
be used to guarantee that a sender of an email cannot deny having sent the email and the recipient




In this chapter, the architectural design based on the entity model presented in Chapter 3 is presented. The
chapter starts with a review of an existing context-aware architecture proposed in [108] while discussing its
merits and inadequacies. Following that we propose a context-aware architecture that is more generic and
expressive than the existing context-aware healthcare architectures.
The termArchitecture refers to the combination of various components with the goal of achieving a specific
goal. In essence, it is the blue-print engineers can use in implementing functional systems. A component
based approach to developing context-aware systems offers many advantages such as reuse and reduced
development time. A survey by [75] shows through an extensive use of case studies that trustworthy systems
can be effectively modeled using the Component-based development methodology (CBD). From the survey,
it can be deduced that this approach effectively contain complexity that exists in large systems. By following
the approach, we were able to achieve results during the design of our architecture.
4.1 Review Of Existing Context-Aware Architectures
In [108], a three-tiered model was presented to manage the complexity in context-aware systems. The
responsibility of each component and the way information is being passed around in the architecture is
shown in Figure 4.1. The architecture handles perceiving, modifying and adapting to context. Perceiving
context involves observing objects and their interactions with the environment which can be conveyed directly
by the object or measured automatically by certain devices. This method of perceiving context was not
properly explained in the architecture. In addition, the interface specifications with which the each Tier
in the architecture communicate with each other were not properly specified which makes it look like a
tightly-coupled system.
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Figure 4.1: The Three-Tiered Formalism of Context-Aware System [108]
The information flow in the architecture involves Tier 1 notifying Tier 2 of any noticeable change in obser-
vations, Tier 2 performing deconstruction and modification of context through the use of context calculus
and Tier 3 using the context to determine adaptations. However, the details about how adaptations are
generated and executed were not properly discussed despite the case study of an Anti-lock Braking System
that was presented in the study.
In summary, the architecture has several limitations including the following:
– the architecture is monolithic and therefore cannot be used for distributed systems such as large scale
healthcare networks.
– the architecture does not give room for the inclusion of the personal healthcare model.
– the interface specifications through which each module in architecture communicates with another are
not specified which makes extensions difficult.
– the architecture is more useful for embedded systems as it has no data store where health context,
situations and adaptations can be stored and utilized.




As stated previously, the architecture consists of six major modules. The Sensor Actuator Network (SAN)
serves as the entry and exit points for the architecture through which external entities interact with the
system. The Controller Module (CM) is responsible for routing data and commands among all the other
components. The Context Manager Module (CMM) is responsible for validating parameter values and
translating them into context values. The Situation Manager Module (SMM) is responsible for fetching the
situations associated with the context and patient under consideration. The Adaptation Manager Module
(AMM) is responsible for fetching and executing adaptations relating to the situations derived. For example,
the adaptation for the context of a dementia patient wandering outside the elderly home could be to notify
emergency services to pick up the patient. The Data Store (DS) is the repository where the personal health
models of patients are stored. A more detailed explanation of each of the component is provided in the
sections below. The main reason behind the separation of the modules is to ensure that each component can
perform its functions independently and also making it easier to perform testing.
4.2.2 Data Store Module
The Data Store Module (DS) is responsible for storing the personal health models of patients. A unique
identifier is assigned to each patient in order to associate the patient with his or her personal health model
when the health model is being developed. In addition, the associations between sensors, actuators and
patients are stored in the Data Store Module. The Data Store also keeps track of the association between
sensors and the associated dimension types and units.
The Data Store Module stores each health model as a set of health conditions, health situations, health
adaptations and privacy policies. Health conditions are linked to the patient in a one-to-many relationship.
In other words, a patient is permitted to have one or more health conditions. Health situations are linked to
each health condition in a many-to-many relationship as more than one or more conditions may be required
to trigger a particular health situation. Also, a health condition will usually have multiple health situations
of interest. Health adaptations or reactions are linked with health situations in a one-to-many relationship.
Privacy policies are stored in a fashion where each actuator is linked to health determinants in a one-to-many
relationship.
4.2.3 Sensor Actuator Network (SAN)
The Sensor Actuator Module (SAN) is responsible for measuring and responding to stimulus. Stimulus
usually occurs when there is a change in environment parameters or when an external event occurs. For
example, a stimulus event is created when an elderly patient suffering from dementia steps out of the elderly
home. Also, when a patient suffering from hypertension has a blood pressure with systolic value more than
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140mmHg or a diastolic value more than 90mmHg. Stimulus is usually associated with data parameters that
can be measured by sensors through the use of listeners which are simply electronic components that can
detect when an event occurs and measure the related dimensions. Based on our conceptual model explained
in 3.3, communication between sensors and other components requires a channel using protocols such as TCP
or HTTP as the sensors exist in the elderly home and the other components exit in the cloud cyberspace.
In our architecture, actuators also belong to this module. In general, an actuator is a device to convert
an electrical control signal to a physical action, and constitutes the mechanism by which an agent acts
upon the physical environment. An example is an insulin pump that can receive an instruction to either
increase or decrease its rate of flow. In some other cases, actuators could also be software-based. However,
our architecture focuses on human actuators denoted as Service Providers in our conceptual model. For
example, caregivers, doctors and pharmacists that are tasked with interacting directly with the patients.
Similarly to the sensors, these actuators receive instructions from other components over network protocols
like TCP or HTTP. Our architecture is designed to use SSL to prevent eavesdropping of sensitive data while
in transit.
4.2.4 Controller Module (CM)
The Controller Module (CM) is the brain of the architecture. It is responsible for managing the interactions
between SAN and and other modules. It is also managing the life cycles of other modules. In other words,
the Controller Module is a container for other modules. This is very important in order that the different
modules are independent of each other thereby resulting in a loosely-coupled architecture that promotes
efficient testing and verification. This module also has knowledge of the interfaces exposed by other modules
and how to call the actions on those interfaces with the data they require. For example, in order to validate
a blood pressure reading, the Controller Module knows how to interact with the Context Manager Module
in order to ensure that the reading is within the acceptable range of values.
The Controller Module is also responsible for translating message sent from and to the Sensor Actuator
Network. For this to occur, the Controller Module has knowledge of the different data types and units that
can be understood by each sensor and actuator in the Sensor Actuator Module as well as the input and output
format used by the other modules in the architecture. In some other cases, the Controller Module works
as an synchronizer in cases where the different sensor sources are sending similar tag values. For example,
location can either be derived from both GPS and IP and therefore the Controller Module is responsible for
choosing the value that is most relevant for the current context.
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4.2.5 Context Manager Module
The Context Manager Module (CMM) is responsible for the generation and validation of health contexts. It
receives the observed values from sensors, based on data policies it validates the information received from
the sensors, and aggregates them to a context. In other words, the Context Manager Module is responsible
for filtering out values outside the predefined input ranges of sensors. For each tag value, there is an expected
range of values that can be regarded as valid which is known as the input range for that parameter. For
example, the input range of a temperature sensor could be between -30 and 100 degrees Celsius. The
Context Manager Module also intelligently takes into consideration the unit associated with the parameter.
For example, when validating temperature values, a negative value is permitted for readings in Celsius while
it is not possible to have a negative value on the Kelvin scale. In addition, the Context Manager Module
ensures that the unit sent by the sensor is consistent with the unit expected for that sensor.
The Context Manager Module is also responsible for preventing replay attacks by checking the timestamps
of readings sent from the Sensor Actuator Module. A replay attack happens when an adversary copies a
request and tries to resend them at a later time. For example, an adversary can intercept packets of an
authentication request and then, use it at a later time to fool the system into granting access. In order to
prevent this in our architecture, we only consider readings sent within the last 15 minutes by comparing the
timestamps sent with each reading. The timestamps are required to be in UTC format in order to ensure
consistency. The Context Manager Module also validates that the reading originates from a registered sensor
by comparing the identifier sent by the sensor with the table of sensor identifiers and any discrepancies are
dropped.
After the Context Manager completes the validation of the sensor readings, it does a look-up of the patient
associated with the sensor based on the unique identifier of that sensor. The architecture is developed
under the assumption that there can only be one-to-one relationships between sensors and patients. That
is, patients are not expected to share sensors or interact with sensors associated with other patients. Once
the association is done, the Context Manager Module creates a new data format from the sensor readings
which we refer to as Context which is then returned to the Controller Module.
4.2.6 Situation Manager Module
The Situation Manager Module (SMM) is responsible for resolving health situations based on the current
context and the health condition for a particular patient. For example, for an hypertensive patient, the
Situation Manager Module is responsible for detecting that a “Stage 2” situation exists when the context
reflects that the patient currently has a systolic blood pressure of 160mmHg or above or a diastolic pressure
of 100mmHg or higher. The Situation Manager Module is able to achieve it by using the identifier for the
patient to find the related conditions and then do a look-up of situations that correspond to the current
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context and the conditions found for the patient.
When a context value is received from the Controller Module, the Situation Manager Module fetches all the
health situations that can exist for the patient under consideration. This is achieved by doing a look up of the
identifier for the patient against the health situations table. The Situation Manager Module then searches
through all the possible health situations for the patient in order to find the situations corresponding to the
current context. In order to retrieve situations in an efficient manner, the Situation Manager Module takes
into consideration the unit of the context determinant. For example, different algorithms will be required in
order to fetch health situations when blood sugar determinant is measured in mmol/L or mg/dL formats.
The situations are then returned back to the Controller Module.
4.2.7 Adaptation Manager Module
The Adaptation Manager Module (AMM) is responsible for generating the appropriate health adaptations or
health reactions based on the general health situations existing for the patient. For example, the adaptation
for an hypertensive patient experiencing a “Stage 2” context may be “Contact Doctor”. These adaptations
are usually provided by medical experts and can either be specific to a particular patient or generic to all
patients.
The Adaptation Manager Module is also responsible for evaluating the privacy policies in order to retrieve
how much data each actuator has access to. These privacy policies are created by the patient when his
personal health model is being assembled and added to the system. In order to create these privacy policies,
a patient must select actuators and grant them access to only have access to certain parts of his record. This
module is also responsible for logging adaptations as feedback in order to improve the personalized health
model for the patient later.
4.2.8 Significance Of Architecture
The architecture is an expansion of the entity model discussed in 3.3. The Sensor Actuator Network in the
architecture groups together the Elderly Home and the Service Providers in the entity model. The other
major components in the architecture are implemented in the Cloud Cyberspace component described in
the entity model. The Controller Module is a Software Router for processing requests and sending messages
to the other modules except the Data Store. The Context Manager Module, Situation Manager Module
and Adaptation Manager Module are Component Models that can be implemented in any programming
language. The Data Store is a Repository of data objects that can be implemented as flat or database files.
The significant features of this architecture include
– Modularity: The components of the architecture are abstracted so that they can be easily imple-
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Figure 4.3: Process Flowchart
mented and maintained in any programming language of choice. Because each module is self contained,
it can be replaced without necessarily affecting the rest of the system.
– Separation of concerns: The components of the architecture are developed with as little overlap in
functionality as possible. More exactly, each component in the architecture is responsible for just one
functionality which it does well.
– Interface driven: Each component has a clear contract by which other components can interact with
it. The contract describes the preconditions, post conditions and the exceptions of the component. This
is advantageous as information can be passed through components without actually having information
about the underlying implementation of the different component.
4.3 Process Flow
By process flow, we refer the steps to follow while setting up a new patient on the architecture. As shown
in Figure 4.3, the steps are highlighted below:
1. We assume that there is a patient X suffering experiencing one or more health conditions. Examples
of possible health conditions include diabetes, hypertension, dementia, depression.
2. The PHM of patient X is then constructed by putting together the health determinants that are
of interest to patient X’s health conditions. For example, if patient X is hypertensive, patient X will
require constant blood pressure monitoring. On the other hand, if patient X is suffering from dementia,
patient X will require constant location monitoring in order to prevent wandering. Based on the health
determinants that are of interest to the patient X’s health conditions, sensor devices that can measure
these determinants are selected and linked to the patient.
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3. The situations that can exist for patient X’s health conditions are identified by medical experts and
added to the PHM. These situations can either be specific to patient X or generalized to all patients.
For example, if patient X is hypertensive, the situations of interest as defined by physicians and nurses
will include Stage 1, Stage 2 and Danger. Each of these situations is triggered when a blood pressure
reading within a particular range is detected.
4. The adaptations and reactions for the situations identified for patient X’s health conditions are iden-
tified. For each adaptation or reaction, there must exist one or more actuators to execute them. For
example, patient X with dementia health condition can have the “Pick Up Patient” reaction when pa-
tient X has wandered off from a range of locations and will require the “Emergency Service” actuator
to execute the reaction. Expert knowledge is important in automating this set because it is domain
specific and unique for each patient.
5. The personal information of the patient X and the privacy policies patient X wants to enforce on the
information that is being stored are also added to patient X’s PHM. For example, patient X might
decide to share only information about medications with the pharmacist and by so doing, restricting
the pharmacist from having access to other information such as medical history. This can either be
done by creating roles, assigning users to them and granting access to individual roles or granting
access to individual users.
6. After completing the previously mentioned steps, the PHM for patient X is considered as being com-
plete. It is then persisted in the cloud with adequate security measures to prevent the previously
mentioned vulnerabilities from affecting the cloud-based system.
7. The previously mentioned sensors and actuators are also linked physically to the architecture. As
previously discussed, sensors and actuators require communication channels such as 3G or Wifi to
connect to other components. Therefore, it is required the network is set up and that the sensors and
actuators have access to it.
8. When a new reading is discovered by one of the sensor devices hooked to the network, the Controller
Module (CM) then proceeds to choose the health situation that semantically matches the context
derived from the reading by evaluating the context against the table existing for situations. After this





In this chapter, the detailed design of the healthcare architecture is presented. The detailed design is
interface-driven and this approach allows for flexibility in developing the actual system in whatever language
the developer plans to use. In the following sections, we present the implementation details of the modules
described in Chapter 4. For each of the modules, we define the properties and operations for the interfaces.
5.1 Data Interfaces
We start with the interfaces of the data structures being processed by each module component. In other
words, they provide the implementation details about how parameters used by the modules are represented
in the architecture. It is important to address these first because they are used extensively to encapsulate
information across the whole system.
5.1.1 ISensor
The ISensor interface represents the data representation for each sensor device. We expect all sensors that
are used with the architecture to be modeled and stored using this interface.
– id: This is the unique id of the sensor device in the network. When a sensor is registered in the
network, it is assigned a unique random id that can be used to identify the sensor later. To ensure that
this id is globally unique throughout the architecture, it is implemented as a GUID which represents
a 128-bit integer number that is commonly used in enterprise software development especially where
an identifier that is globally unique is required.
– type: This is the parameter type the sensor is expected to monitor. For example, temperature or
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location are different types. We have represented the type as a string. It is important to keep track of
the type the sensor is monitoring in order to have an idea of how to validate its readings. Validating
readings from a sensor monitoring location will require a different logic from when validating readings
from a sensor monitoring temperature.
– unit: This is the expected unit in which the sensor is expected to report the value of the parameter
it is monitoring. An example is Celsius represented as 0C for temperature parameter type. Keeping
track of the unit is necessary for validation and data conversion purposes. It is also important to keep
track of the unit in order to validate that the sensor sending the reading is the consistent with the one
registered in the system. The unit parameter is represented as a string.
5.1.2 ISensorReading
The ISensorReading interface is the data representation for each reading from a particular sensor device
at any point in time. We expect that all sensors that are registered with network will send readings as
represented in this interface.
– sensor: This is the details about the sensor sending the reading represented as the ISensor interface.
It is required to send this with every reading for validation purposes. Without it, it becomes difficult to
ensure that the reading originates from a registered sensor which violatesAuthenticity and Integrity
security requirements for the architecture.
– value: This is the tag value of the reading being sent by the sensor. In our architecture, we have
implemented it as a string. This is to accommodate for readings that cannot be represented as a number.
For example, a location reading involving latitude and longitude readings is usually represented as
+40.7486,-77.8786 where +40.7486 represents the latitude and -77.8786 represents the longitude.
The system can then use the type of the sensor to understand how to parse and interpret the reading
appropriately.
– time: This is the timestamp in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) that the reading was taken by the
sensor. It is implemented as a UTC because it is widely accepted and used in architectures worldwide.
5.1.3 IContext
The IContext interface represents the data representation for each context derived from each SensorRead-
ing data representation after it has been properly validated. In addition, a look up of the patient associated
with the record has been done and associated to the reading.
– patientid: This is the unique identifier of the patient associated with the sensor device sending the
information represented as a GUID. This identifier is derived by doing a look up of the association
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between sensors and patients.
– sensor: As described in the ISensorReading interface, this is the representation of the sensor associ-
ated with this reading. The difference at this point is that the sensor has been validated to be registered
in the network. In order to do this, a look up of the sensor’s identifier matching with the associated
type and unit is done. In cases where any discrepancies are discovered, the reading is dropped.
– value: As described in the ISensorReading interface, this is the value of the sensor reading. The
difference at this point is that this value has been validated against the expected range of values for
the type measured by the sensor. For example, in the case study of a diabetic patient and a sensor
reporting blood sugar level in mmol/L, a value of 12 is not acceptable and therefore will be dropped.
– time: As described in the ISensorReading interface, this is the timestamp the reading was recorded
in UTC. The difference at this point is that the timestamp has been validated. In the architecture,
any reading that varies more than 16 minutes when compared with the current UTC is dropped.
5.1.4 IProvider
The IProvider interface is the data representation for the health providers for a particular patient in the
system. For example, nurses and emergency services are two types of service providers. It is usually stored
as part of the health model for the patient.
– id: This is the unique identifier of the provider represented in GUID format. This identifier is generated
when the provider is added to the system.
– type: This is the text description of the type of provider represented as a string. For example, a doctor
can be represented as a doctor type and a pharmacist can be represented as a pharmacist type.
– name: This is the text description of the healthcare provider’s name represented as a string. For
example, the name of the doctor is a string type. In cases where this interface is used to represent a
set of providers, the name could be the group name, for example the name of an emergency service
provider company.
– phone: This is the contact phone number of the healthcare provider, represented as a string. This
data is necessary in order to notify the provider about the current health context for the patient.
– email: This is the email address of the healthcare provider, represented as a string. This data is equally




The IBiodata interface is the data representation for the biographical data (biodata) of the patient. It is
usually stored as part of the health model.
– name: This is the full name of the patient represented as a string. For example, a patient with Smith
as first name and Jack as last name will have his or her full name represented as Jack Smith.
– dateofbirth: This is the date of birth of the patient represented as a string. For example, the date of
birth of a patient born on March 6, 1970 can be represented as 1970-03-06.
– address: This is the full physical address of the patient represented as a string.
– gender: This is the gender of the patient represented as a string. It can either be Male or Female.
– phone: This is the phone number of the patient represented as a string. This is necessary in case the
patient needs to be contacted through phone.
– email: This is the email of the patient represented as a string. This is necessary in case the patient
needs to be contacted through email.
– city: This is the name of the city where the patient lives, represented as a string.
– state: This is the name of the state where the patient lives, represented as a string.
– country: This is the name of the country where the patient lives, represented as a string.
– postalcode: This is the postal code of the location where the patient lives, represented as a string.
– bloodtype: This is the blood type of the patient, represented as a string.
– language: This is the primary language that the patient speaks represented as a string. This can be
useful while performing internationalization which involves adapting messages and notification to local
languages.
– allergies: This is the list of all the allergies existing for the patient. Each allergy is represented as a
string.




The IGuardian interface is the data representation for the guardians of the patient. It is usually stored as
part of the health model for the patient.
– name: This is the full name of the guardian of the patient, represented as a string.
– address: This is the physical address of the guardian, represented as a string.
– phone: This is the phone number of the guardian, represented as a string. This is useful in cases
where the guardian needs to be contacted through phone.
– email: This is the email of the guardian, represented as a string. This is useful in cases where the
guardian needs to be contacted through email.
– relationship: This is the relationship between the guardian and the patient, represented as a string.
– language: This is the primary spoken language for the guardian represented as a string. This is
important for interactions with the guardian.
5.1.7 IPolicy
The IPolicy interface is the data representation for the policies a patient has set. The policies govern how
his or her personal information can be shared. This interface is stored as part of the patient’s health model
and is used by the patient to restrict or grant access to individuals or group of individuals.
– id: This is the unique identifier of the individual or group of individuals for which the patient has
created access controls. For example, this can be the identifier of a provider or a guardian associated
with the patient.
– accesslist: This is the data store of all the categories of information the provider or guardian has
access to. It can either be an individual record like name or a group of records, for example medical
history categorized under the tag name histories.
5.1.8 ISituation
The ISituation interface represents the data representation for each situation that can exist for each medical
condition based on the current context.
– patientid: This is the identifier of the patient associated with the situation.
– name: This name is to describe the situation, represented as a string. For example, Stage 1 or Stage
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2 are names describing the levels of blood pressure for a hypertensive patient.
– condition: This is the medical condition linked to this situation represented as a string. Examples
include diabetes, dementia and hypertension.
– type: This is the parameter type associated with the situation, represented as a string. An example
is location type that can trigger a Danger situation for a dementia patient.
– unit: This is the unit for the parameter type associated with the situation represented as a string. For
example, Celsius is a unit for temperature parameter type.
– minimumvalue: This is the minimum value for the parameter type for which this situation can be
triggered represented as a string. Since comparison is usually done over a range of values, this value
serves as the least value for which this situation can be triggered.
– maximumvalue: This is the maximum value for the parameter type for which this situation can be
triggered represented as a string. Since comparison is usually done over a range of values, this value
serves as the highest value for which this situation can be triggered.
5.1.9 IAdaptation
The IAdaptation interface is the data representation for each adaptation existing for a patient. It is stored
as part of the health model for the patient.
– condition: This is the medical condition linked to each adaptation represented as a string.
– situation: This is the name of situation linked to each adaptation represented as a string.
– reactions: This is the key value store of the existing reactions for this adaptation. The key is the
name of the reaction to execute. Examples of reactions include “Send Email” or “See Doctor”. The
value is the list of the identifiers for all the providers and guardians associated with the reaction.
5.1.10 IHealthModel
The IHealthModel interface represents the data representation for the health model of a particular patient.
This model combines other data interfaces associated with the patient as discussed below.
– id: This is the unique identifier of the patient throughout the whole system represented as a GUID. This
identifier is generated when a new patient is added to the system and remains unchanged throughout
the lifecycle of the architecture.
– biodata: This is the biodata information of the patient represented as the IBiodata interface.
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that the reading was sent within the last 15 minutes. This validation is helpful in meeting the Avail-
ability security requirement for the architecture. It subsequently calls compareSensors to validate
the sensor sending the information. It then checks the parameter type of the reading to invoke the
right logic for performing data validation. It expects ISensorReading interface as input and returns a
type of IContext.
5.2.2 ISituationManager
This is the interface for the Situation Manager Module as discussed below.
– getPatientSituations: This operation is responsible for retrieving all the situations associated with
a patient. It simply does a look up of situations based on the patientid. It expects IContext as input
and returns a list of ISituation as output.
– getContextSituations: This operation is responsible for retrieving all the situations associated with
a particular context. It invokes the getPatientSituations to get all the situations linked to the
patient and filters the outcome down based on context parameter type and unit. It expects IContext
as input and returns a list of ISituation as output.
5.2.3 IAdaptationManager
This is the interface for the Adaptation Manager Module as discussed below.
– fetchSituationAdaptations: This operation is responsible for fetching the adaptations for a partic-
ular situation. It does a look up based on the medical condition and the situation name. It accepts an
input list of ISituation and returns an output list of IAdaptation.
– hasAccess: This operation is responsible for checking if a guardian or provider has access to a partic-
ular data record. It checks the privacy policies set by the patient in order to ensure that the patient
has given explicit access to the guardian or provider for access. This is to achieve the Confidentiality
security requirement of the architecture. It accepts the UUID identifier for the guardian or provider
and the String description of the access type as inputs and returns boolean as output.
5.2.4 IController
The interface for the Controller Module is described below.
– run: This operation is called when the Sensor Actuator Network sends sensor readings to the Controller
Module. It is responsible for invoking the necessary operations on the information received. It returns
a boolean to indicate to the Sensor Actuator Network its outcome.
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– createContext: This operation is responsible for creating IContext out of the sensor readings sent to
the Controller Module. In order for this operation to be able to do this, it must invoke the necessary
operation on the Context Manager Module. Its return type is IContext.
– fetchSituations: This operation is responsible for fetching all the associated situations relating to
the IContext derived from the createContext operation. It invokes the necessary operations on the
Situation Manager Module in order to perform its operations. Its return type is a list of ISituation.
– fetchAdaptations: This operation is responsible for fetching all the adaptations that are linked to
the situations derived from the fetchSituations operation. It invokes the necessary operations on the
Adaptation Manager Module in order to perform its operations. Its return type is a list of IAdaptation.
– executeReactions: This operation is responsible for running the derived reactions. It returns a
boolean to indicate the outcome of the operation.
5.3 Helper Interfaces
We continue by providing information about the helper interfaces below.
5.3.1 ILogger
The interface for the Logger Module is described below.
– log: This operation is responsible for saving messages regarding the execution of other operations. It
expects the priority level of the message and the message as a string inputs and returns void as output.




In this chapter, the implementation of the context-aware architecture is presented. The case study of a
dementia patient is for realizing the architecture is discussed with a thorough explanation of the implemented
modules. Finally, the benchmark results of the implemented prototype are shown in the concluding part of
this chapter.
6.1 Implementation Platform
The platform used for the implementation is Java using the Java Development Kit(JDK) which includes a
virtual machine to compile source code into a working application. We had the option to use the Microsoft
.NET, however the .NET is officially supported only on the Windows platform. There have been attempts
to port the .NET platform to other platforms for example the free and open source project Mono which
intends to make .NET capabilities on the Linux platform[10]. However, these attempts have been hampered
with different controversies and performance issues.
Another factor that encouraged us to choose the Java Development Kit is the Integrated Development
Environment (IDE) used in the implementation. The .NET platform is usually developed using the Visual
Studio[12] platform which requires paid license before being used. However, with the Java Development Kit,
we have a variety of development environment such as Netbeans, Eclipse and JBuilder which are both free
and efficient.
Due to the previously mentioned advantages that the Java platform provides, we decided to choose it for
the implementation of our architecture.
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6.1.1 JDK Characteristics
The JDK is the implementation of the Java on mobile, desktop and web developed by Sun Microsystems.
It includes a runtime environment, a compiler, an archiver, a documentation generator, an interpreter and
other tools needed for implementing Java applications which require database connectivity, Graphic User
Interface (GUI) and cryptography. The main motivation behind the JDK is the development of a Software
Development Kit(SDK) that can be ported to different platforms with minimal efforts. The first version of
the JDK referred to as Oak was released in 1996 and the latest version is Java SE 8.
The portability property of the JDK is achieved through the use of a JVM. A virtual machine is software
simulation of a hardware component created for the sole purpose of executing programs. The JVM which
is platform dependent is executed by the computer’s Central Processing Unit (CPU) in order to process the
platform independent Java bytecode generated by the Java compiler. In other words, while writing Java
code, the developer doesn’t particularly take into consideration the target machine as the JDK does the
underlying translation. This is possible because the implementation of all JVMs follow a strict standard
that states how Java bytecode can interact with the JVM. Another important responsibility of the JVM is
garbage collection which is the automatic management of memory for the application thereby preventing
memory related issues unlike languages like C and C++ where the developers are required to manually free
up resources.
Security in the JDK is achieved through the use of a sandbox model which allows for the execution of
untrusted code in isolation[45]. The JDK achieves this by making it easier for the programmer to write safer
code, verifying the Java source code for type safety and restricting access to vital system resources.
6.2 CAHA Implementation
CAHA is implemented using Java on the JDK 8. The components of the architecture are implemented as
follows:
– CAHA.Core: This module contains the default representation of the Controller component of the
architecture that acts as the link for routing data and commands among all the other components
and the exceptions thrown from this component. The Controller component is also responsible for
managing the life cycle of other components.
– CAHA.Data: This module contains the implementation of the data structures used in the archi-
tecture. Each component is developed to meet up with the JavaBean specification which indicates
how software components can be modeled in such a way that they can be easily persisted and reused
later. Each component is serializable and provides access to its properties through getter and setter
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methods. Getter methods are used to retrieve private variables while Setter methods are used to
manipulate private variables.
– CAHA.Util: This module contains the implementation of the helper functions used in the architec-
ture and the associated exceptions. Helper classes usually provide methods for other classes to execute
common actions. An example is logging responses.
– CAHA.Models: This module contains the implementation of the application logic of the architecture
and the associated exceptions. This includes the rules for validating and accessing data and logic for
executing business rules.
6.3 Case Studies
Two case studies were developed using the CAHA and implemented as described above. The first case study
is a patient suffering from dementia that requires constant location monitoring and the second case study
is a patient suffering from hypertension that require constant blood pressure monitoring. These two case
studies are very useful in understanding the architecture.
6.3.1 Dementia Patient Case Study
Dementia is loss of core brain functions which can range from loss of memory to loss of visual perception. It
is usually due to gradual death of brain cells and nerve connections. Dementia currently affects 26 million
people globally[80]. Furthermore, according to [6], about 6-15% of elderly patients in Canada suffer a form
of dementia and the number is expected to double to 2031. Currently, dementia has no cure[80].
In this case study, we intend to provide constant monitoring of longitude and latitude location values of
dementia patients. We hope that caregivers and ambulance services will be able to use the system to prevent
wandering by dementia patients.
6.3.1.1 System Design
In order to implement the system, we need to define the components we need.
– Sensors: In order to constantly monitor location values, we identified that we need a location sensor
that is capable of measuring and reporting location in latitude and longitude formats. For our purposes,
we identified that a GPS sensor will be most appropriate for this task.
– Actuators: In this case, we have two actuators, the emergency services and the caregiver assigned
to the patient.
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– Situations: We used Concordia University Loyola Campus as a sample acceptable location.
The GPS location value from Google Maps in latitude longitude format is 45.458580, -73.640283.
The situations defined here reflect Warning and Danger situations. The Warning situation refers to
the state where the location varies by a value between 0.0009 and 0.01. We present it in the Situation
Expression Language as follows.
Warning : {(0.0009 < $AbsDiff [Location] < 0.01)} (6.1)
where “AbsDiff” is a situation extender that provides the ability to extend the reasoning capability of
the framework by triggering custom user defined functions that takes context information as an input
and returns an absolute value. “AbsDiff” takes in the current location and compares it with the
base location.
The Danger situation refers to the state where the location varies by a value between 0.01 and above
which we defined as the Danger situation. For the Danger situation, we represent it in the Situation
Expression Language as follows.
Danger : {($AbsDiff [Location] >= 0.01)} (6.2)
– Adaptations: We define the following appropriate adaptations to the two situations defined above.
1. The adaptation to theWarning situation is Notify Caregiver. This adaptation sends a notification
to the caregiver to pick up the patient from the exact current location since the location is closer
to the base location. The workflow of this adaptation is presented using the Workflow Expression
Language is presented below.
Exec(Notify[“Caregiver′′, PatientId, Location]); (6.3)
2. The adaptation to the Danger situation is Notify Emergency. This adaptation sends notification
to the emergency services to pick up the patient from the exact current location. The workflow
of this adaptation is presented using the Workflow Expression Language is presented below.
Exec(Notify[“Emergency′′, PatientId, Location]); (6.4)
6.3.1.2 System Process Model
The system process model contains the sequence of the following steps:
1. System Activation: The system is activated when the sensor registers a new location reading which
happens at certain intervals.
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2. Sensor Reading Validation: After the sensor sends the new reading to the Controller module, the
Controller module sends it to the ContextManager for validation. The validation steps are as follows.
– checking that the source sensor is registered with the system
– checking that the reading was sent within the last 5 minutes in order to prevent replay attacks
– checking that the reading is within the acceptable range of values. In this case study, latitude
values can only range from -90 to +90 and longitude values can only range from -180 to +180.
Therefore, we can safely filter out any values outside these ranges.
The process ends by returning the validated sensor reading that we refer to as context to the Controller
module.
3. Situations Association: After the context is passed back to the Controller module, the Controller
module requests for the associated situations related to the context.
4. Adaptation Resolution: After the related situation(s) have been identified, the Controller module
then contacts the AdaptationManager to resolve the adaptations existing for the identified situation(s)
taking into consideration the privacy policies for that patient. In this case study, the reactions are
simply to either notify the care giver or the emergency services. The Controller also makes use of the
Logger to keep track of the context, situations realized and the reactions executed for the patient.
6.3.2 Hypertension Patient Case Study
Hypertension is a medical condition where an individual suffers from an abnormally high blood pressure.
Blood pressure is usually measured in two dimensions: the systolic pressure (the pressure at which blood
is pumped around the body) and the diastolic pressure (the pressure at which the heart is being refilled
with blood). Under normal circumstances, blood pressure values are within the ranges of 100 to 140mmHg
systolic and 60 to 90mmHg diastolic. When a value higher than these ranges is recorded, the condition is
referred to as Hypertension.
In this case study, we intend to provide constant monitoring of blood pressure for hypertensive patients. We
hope that caregivers, doctors and emergency services will be able to use the system to assist the treatment
of hypertensive patients.
6.3.2.1 System Design
In order to implement the system, we need to define the components we need.
– Sensors: In order to constantly measure blood pressure values, we need a sphygmomanometer that
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can be used to either manually or automatically report the blood pressure values of a patient in mmHg
format.
– Actuators: In this case, we have four actuators, the patient, the caregiver, the doctor and the
emergency services.
– Situations: There are three main situations that can be realized from the blood pressure readings
explained as follows:
1. Stage 1: This is the case when a systolic value between 140 and 159mmHg or a diastolic value
between 90 and 99mmHg is recorded. We present it in the Situation Expression Language as
follows.
Stage 1 : {(140 < BPsystolic < 159) OR (90 < BPdiastolic < 99)} (6.5)
2. Stage 2: This is the case when a systolic value between 160 and 179mmHg or a diastolic value
between 100 and 109mmHg is recorded. We present it in the Situation Expression Language as
follows.
Stage 2 : {(160 < BPsystolic < 179) OR (100 < BPdiastolic < 109)} (6.6)
3. Danger: This is the case when a systolic value between 180 and above or a diastolic value between
110 and above is recorded. We present it in the Situation Expression Language as follows.
Danger : {(180 < BPsystolic) OR (110 < BPdiastolic)} (6.7)
– Adaptations: We define the following appropriate adaptations to the three situations defined above.
1. The adaptations to the Stage 1 situation is Notify Caregiver and Notify Patient. Notify Caregiver
sends a notification to the caregiver indicating that the patient is currently experiencing Stage 1
situation. The workflow of this adaptation is presented using the Workflow Expression Language
is presented below.
Exec(Notify[“Caregiver”, PatientId, “Stage1”]); (6.8)
The second adaptation involves sending a notification to the patient. The notification usually is
a message advising the patient on the appropriate action to take for example “Take medication”.
The workflow of this adaptation is presented using the Workflow Expression Language is presented
below.
Exec(Notify[“Patient”, PatientId, “Stage1”]); (6.9)
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2. The adaptation to the Stage 2 situation is Notify Doctor. This adaptation sends notification to
the doctor that the patient is currently experiencing Stage 2 situation. The workflow of this
adaptation is presented using the Workflow Expression Language is presented below.
Exec(Notify[“Doctor”, PatientId, “Stage2”]); (6.10)
3. The adaptation to the Danger situation is Notify Emergency. This adaptation sends notification to
the emergency services that the patient is currently experiencing Danger situation. The workflow
of this adaptation is presented using the Workflow Expression Language is presented below.
Exec(Notify[“Emergency”, PatientId, “Danger”]); (6.11)
6.3.2.2 System Process Model
The system process model contains the sequence of the following steps:
1. System Activation: The system is activated when the sphygmomanometer registers a new blood
pressure value.
2. Sensor Reading Validation: The validations done in this stage includes
– checking that the source sensor is registered with the system
– checking that the reading was sent within the last 5 minutes in order to prevent replay attacks
– checking that the reading is within the acceptable range of values. In this case study, any reading
reporting a systolic value over 500mmHg or a diastolic value over 500mmHg is discarded.
3. Situations Association: After the context is passed back to the Controller module, the Controller
module requests for the associated situations related to the context.
4. Adaptation Resolution: After the related situation(s) have been identified, the Controller module
then contacts the AdaptationManager to resolve the adaptations existing for the identified situation(s)
taking into consideration the privacy policies for that patient. The Controller also makes use of the
Logger to keep track of the context, situations realized and the reactions executed for the patient.
6.4 Tests And Results
In order to ascertain the validity of our implementation, we wrote unit test cases for each component from a
white box perspective. Unit testing helps in ascertaining that the logic was properly implemented and that
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there are no side effects to the code written. The normal approach to unit testing is to create drivers that
serve as calling unit and to stub dependencies for each component. By doing this, code can easily be isolated
and investigated for errors. The test cases we chose for each component were suitable enough to catch all
the success and failure scenarios.
After writing the unit tests, we wrote the feature tests to verify that the system is able to perform its
functions as a whole unit. Through these feature tests, we were able to identify and rectify design issues.
We also used static code analysis tool in Netbeans IDE to analyze source code in order to improve the code
quality and readability.
We also performed security audit testing to ascertain that the privacy policies were enforced. We were able
to achieve this through the use of specialized tools that can test for vulnerabilities in enterprise systems.
The security features tested included:
– ensuring that each actuator only has access to the exact amount of information as defined by the
patient’s privacy policies. In order to achieve this, we simulated that the patient in the hypertension
case study has placed a restriction on emergency services being able to access his medications.
– ensuring that the architecture is not susceptible to denial of service attacks thereby satisfying the
Availability requirement. We were able to test this on the Controller module using Apache JMeter.
– ensuring that there is a log of each activity performed by the system thereby satisfying the Account-
ability and Auditability requirements. We verified this by manually examining the logs after running
the case studies.
– ensuring that the information processed by the architecture is accurate and communicated in a secure
manner thereby satisfying the Confidentiality and Integrity requirements. We tested this by using
Wireshark to examine the traffic between the Sensor Actuator Network and the Cloud Cyberspace.
We also examined the communication between the Cloud Cyberspace and the Service Providers. By
doing this, we ascertained that the information flow is encrypted and therefore can’t be intercepted by
malicious attackers.
– ensuring that only registered sensors can send data thereby satisfying the Authenticity requirement.
We simulated sending request from a sensor that has not been registered previously in the system and
noticed that the request was dropped.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion And Future Work
This thesis aims at providing a context-aware architecture that can be used for developing healthcare ap-
plications especially for elderly patients. This architecture can be used by developers of healthcare systems
to provide real time services to patients. In developing such a system, developers need to (1) identify sen-
sors and actuators related to the targeted medical conditions, (2) define the different contexts that can be
measured by these sensors, (3) define the situations of interest for each targeted medical condition based on
the context and (4) define the policies and adaptations. In the following summary we emphasize the major
contributions in the thesis as well as its limitations, provide some suggestions for future work, and comment
on the challenges to overcome in further extensions.
A literature review in Chapter 2 presents the current healthcare systems and their inadequacies in providing
quality healthcare services to patients. Overcoming these inadequacies is a primary motivation to propose a
new architecture in which security and privacy policies are integrated to enhance the quality of services. Given
that healthcare systems are being largely deployed worldwide, there is definitely a need for an architecture
that can be used as the skeleton for such systems. Our research has produced one such architecture.
An overview of the concepts used by context-aware healthcare architectures is provided in Chapter 3. Chapter
4 gives a generalized overview of our proposed component based architecture. In Chapter 5, we explained the
data and module interfaces for the architecture. An implementation of the architecture is illustrated with
case studies of dementia and hypertensive patients in Chapter 6. To ascertain the validity of the architecture,
we have provided information about our tests and benchmarks. Some of the virtues of our architecture are
described below.
– We used CBSE principles in constructing the architecture. It is an assemblage of components, where
each component provides/receives services through its well-defined interfaces. Two components are
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connected only if services provided by one can be received by the other, subject to security and privacy
constraints.
– Each component can be tested both individually as well as in conjunction with the components with
which it interacts. The functionality at its interfaces, and the conformance of policies for invoking the
functionality can be tested.
– By enriching an interface specification and by adding new interfaces the architecture is allowed to
grow. That is, new components can be added to the current architecture in order to accommodate new
requirements. As an example,“heath insurance entity”, if required, can be added to the architecture
without violating the existing architectural connections. Thus, the system grows “conservatively”
meaning the overall behavior of the extended system absorbs (without violation) the behavior of the
original architecture.
– Situation and Workflow languages are also extendable, in the sense new operations can be added within
their current grammatical structures. We can add macros, pre-compiled predefined functions, to speed
up the triggering of reactions.
– We have defined actuator types in order that any number of actuators within each type can be attached
to the system. At run time the actuator controller will choose one actuator that is available to execute
reactions. Moreover, it will choose actuators necessary to execute multiple actions as specified in the
WPL language. This is possible because we can define a mapping from WPL expressions to actuator
types.
7.1 Limitations
There are a few limitations in our implementation and they are listed below.
– We simulated the Elderly Home and Service Provider components of the entity model in our imple-
mentation due to resource limitations and restriction involved in setting up real life sensor networks.
– We considered basic examples of health context, situations and adaptations.
– We have not done performance testing of how the implementation would behave in real life scenarios.
– We only implemented basic security and privacy mechanisms because some of the requirements are out
of the scope of this work. An example is non-repudiation.
– We considered a small array of service providers. Additional service providers that are of interest to
the architecture include Psychologists, Health Insurance Agencies, and Government Agencies.
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7.2 Future Work
The future work that can be done for this architecture are described below.
– The entity model can be expanded to include hardware-based or software-based actuators which are
different from the human-based actuators considered in our implementation.
– Complex examples of health context, situations and adaptations can be considered. A good place to
start is to consider patients suffering from multiple health conditions. In order to achieve this, there
is a need for expert knowledge on adaptations for complex health situations.
– The security requirement of non-repudiation can be investigated further and then implemented in the
architecture in a more complex fashion.
– The current architecture and its implementation can be scaled up to accommodate new resources and
knowledge and can ported to other platforms.
– The architecture can be implemented and tested with real life sensors. In order to achieve this, a
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The Situation Expression Language defines the syntactic structure of situation expressions. It allows defining
situations based on logical and mathematical operations over dimensions, tag values and other situations.
The language supports the following operations.
– Logical AND, OR, & NOT operations between situations.
– Equal, Not Equal, Bigger, Smaller, Bigger or equal, & Smaller or equal between dimensions.
– Logical AND, OR, & NOT operation between dimension expressions.
– The basic arithmetic operations, namely Addition, Subtraction, Division, and Multiplication defined
on numeric tag values.
The situation expression language is defined using a context free grammar (CFG) as follows.
The root grammar in this CFG is called Situation. Situation should be defined between curly braces {}.
Situation can be either a Hybrid Situation which contains a situation expression over dimensions and other
situations, or a Literal Situation which contains a situation expression over dimensions only. The root
grammar is presented as follows.
<Situation> ::= {<SituationRule >}| < LiteralExpression>;
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< SituationRule >::= < ANDSituationRule > |
< ORSituationRule > |
< NOTSituationRule > |
< LiteralExpression > |
< SituationToken >
The logical operations used in the situation expression language are AND, OR, & NOT. The operations are
defined recursively over the Situation Rule notation as follows.
< ANDSituationRule > ::=< SituationRule > AND < SituationRule >
< ORSituationRule > ::=< Situation > OR < SituationRule >
< NOTSituationRule > ::= NOT < SituationRule >
Example A.0.1 Nice Weather = { Warm AND Sunny } shows an expression with a logical operator.
Context Free Grammars contain either terminal or non-terminal rules. Non-terminal rules contain other
rules, whereas terminal rules are rules that match a token presented as a regular expression. All rules
eventually end up with terminals. All leafs in the expression tree are terminals.
As mentioned before, a situation could depend on other situations. In order to represent that in the Situation
Expression Language, situations are identified with their names, and consequently are referenced by them.
SituationToken is an identifier representing a situation name.
<SituationToken> ::= Identifier
Example A.0.2 Go Out = { NOT Stay Home }, where Stay Home is a SituationToken.
Literal Situation is the mechanism used to define a dimension expression inside a Situation expression. A
situation can be a simple situation which contains only dimension expressions in its definition. For example,
Hot Weather situation is defined as { ( Temperature > 30 ) }. This means that Hot Weather is a simple
situation. Literal Situations can be used to define anonymous situations in the body of other situations. In
Example A.0.3, { ( Role == ‘Admin’ ) } is a Literal Situation, however that could be presented differently
by explicitly defining a Role Situation and then referencing it in the Admin definition.
Example A.0.3 Admin = { Authenticated AND { ( Role == ‘Admin’ ) } }
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<LiteralExpression> :: ={<Dimension>}
Dimension Root represents the operations on context dimensions. These operations evaluate to either true
or false, which determines if a situation exists in a given context or not.
<Dimension> :: = (<DimensionRule> )
The purpose of Dimension rule is to make sure that each dimension expression starts with circle braces ()
which eliminates any ambiguity when parsing these roles.
The dimension rules contains all the following operations.
1. Logical Operations: AND, OR, NOT, Equal, NOT Equal, Bigger, Smaller, Bigger or Equal, Smaller,
and Equal.
2. Mathematical Operations: Addition, Multiplication, Division, and Subtraction.
3. User defined functions: They contain domain specific logic constructed to perform operations over
dimensions. For example, users can define a function to check if a value is prime.
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< DimensionRule >:: < BraceDimension > |
< ANDDimensionRule > |
< ORDimensionRule > |
< FUNCDimensionRule > |
< NOTDimensionRule > |
< ADDDimensionRule > |
< DIV DimensionRule > |
< SUBDimensionRule > |
< MULDimensionRule > |
< EqualDimensionRule > |
< NotEqualDimensionRule > |
< BiggerDimensionRule > |
< BiggerOrEqualDimensionRule > |
< SmallerDimensionRule > |
< SmallerOrEqualDimensionRule > |
< TokenDimensionRule > |
< DimensionV alue >
The situation expression language includes logical dimensions operations. Logical operators at the dimension
level are richer than their counterpart at the Situation level. In addition to AND, OR & NOT, compare
operators can be used over dimensions since they have concrete values. Following is an example of the
operations definitions.
< ANDDimensionRule > ::=< DimensionRule >
AND < DimensionRule >
< BiggerOrEqualDimensionRule > ::=< DimensionRule >
′ >=′< DimensionRule >
The situation expression language includes mathematical dimension operations. Mathematical operations
are used over dimension values or the values supplied by users in the expression. All the four basic operations
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are supported.
<DIV DimensionRule> ::= < DimensionRule> ”/” < DimensionRule>
Example A.0.4 Hot Celsius= { ( Fahrenheit Temperature - 32 ) > 30 ) }
The situation expression language provides an extension point to bring user supplied logic to the reason-
ing operation. User defined functions provide a mechanism to extend the situation expression language.
Functions should have one or more parameters which are either dimension values (tags) or user supplied
values. Functions should return a Value. Syntactically, functions should start with an $ sign and the param-
eters should be in square braces []. Users should provide the implementation of the functions in Dynamic
Link Libraries (DLL) that should be deployed in a special directory. The system is able to allocate their
implementations at the run time, without recompilation. The following example illustrates user defined
functions.
Example A.0.5 Even Number = { ( $EvenNumber[ 56, Dimension Name ] ) }
The situation expression language includes dimension terminals. Terminals, in case of dimensions, are either
dimension name (identifier) or a dimension value (number or string). The following example shows a situation
expression with the dimension name Temperature.
<DimensionV alue> :: = < NUMBER > | < STRING >
Example A.0.6 Freezing = { ( Temperature =< 0 ) }
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Appendix B
Workflow and Policy Expression
Language
Adaptations contain a workflow of reactions that should be executed with respect to a set of policies. The




– Logical Operations (AND, OR, & NOT ). and
– Control constructs (WHILE, IF ELSE, and FOR) to allow rich workflow expressions.
The workflow and policy expression language is defined using context free grammar as follows.
The root rule for the language is the Workflow rule. The workflow is simply a statement collection.
< Workflow > ::= < StatementCollection >
The statement collection is a recursive rule (star rule) over the statement rule. Which means that each
adaptation can contain one statement or more.
< StatementCollection >::= < StatementCollection >< Statement > |
< Statement >
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The Statement rule is the main bulk of the workflow language. The Workflow Expression Language supports
the following statements.
– IF ELSE Statement,
– While Statement,
– For Statement,
– Execute Statement and
– Brace Statement : It represents that a statement can be encapsulated in braces to enforce operator
precedence.
The definition of the Statement rule is presented as follows.
< Statement >::= < WhileStatement > |
< ForStatement > |
< IfElseStatement > |
< ExecuteStatement > |
< BraceStatement >
The Condition Statement is used as a part of the IF Statement and While Statement. Conditions are either
a policy check or a logical expression over other conditions.
< Condition >::= < Condition > |
< ANDCondition > |
< ORCondition > |
< NOTCondition > |
< PolicyCheck >
The logical condition statement is a logical aggregation of other statements. The following shows the defini-
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tions of these rules.
< ANDCondition > ::=< Condition > AND < Condition >
< ORCondition > ::=< Condition > OR < Condition >
< NotCondition > ::= NOT < Condition >
Example B.0.1 $IsAuthorized[ User ID ] AND $IsInRole[ User ID ]
The policy check statement is the mechanism used to check execution policies in the workflow. Each policy
check statement is a call to a user defined function that accepts zero or more parameters. This function
returns a Boolean value to indicate whether the policy has evaluated to true or false. Policy Name is a
Terminal rule that matches string identifier which starts with an $ sign to eliminate ambiguity when parsing
the language.
< PolicyCheck >::= < PolicyName > [< ParamList >]|
< PolicyName > [ ]
Example B.0.2 $IsAuthorized[ User ID ]
The While Statement is used to repeatedly execute a set of actions as long as a condition is met. The While
Statement contains two parts (1) a condition, and (2) a body which is a statement.
< WhileStatement >::= while < Condition >< Statement >
The For Statement is used to repeatedly execute a set of actions for a fixed number of times. The For
Statement contains two parts (1) a number indicating the number of iterations, and (2) a body, which is a
statement.
< ForStatement >::= for(< NUMBER >) < Statement >
The If statement is used to execute different branches based on a condition. The IF Statement is a typical
example of a shift-reduce conflict, the preferred behavior in this case is the shift (whenever the parser
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encounters an “else” the parser should shift rather than reduce with the IF rule).
< IfElseStatement >::= < IfStatement > |
< IfStatement > else < Statement > ∗prefered
< IfStatement >::= if < Condition >< Statement >
The Execute Statement is used for triggering reactions. Reactions are user defined functions, and are identi-
fied with their names. Each reaction may have zero or more parameters that are either user supplied value
or dimension context information. Reaction Name is a terminal rule that matches a string Identifier.
< ExecuteStatement >::= Exec ( < ReactionName > ) ;
< Reaction >::= < ReactionName > [ < ParamList > ] |
< ReactionName > [ ]
The Param List is a plus closure rule that matches one parameter or more, each parameter is either a string
value in single quotation, or an integer value.





This section contains the pseudo code for the different functionalities of the modules in the architecture.
Algorithm 1 IContextManager
function compareSensors(iSensorReading, iSensor)
if iSensorReading.id 6= iSensor.id then
return false
end if
if iSensorReading.type 6= iSensor.type then
return false
end if






if (iSensorReading.time− T ime.Now) > 15 then
return Null
end if










for i = 0 to situations.length− 1 do
if situations[i].id == iContext.patientId then
patientSituations[j]← situations[i]









for i = 0 to patientSituations.length− 1 do
if patientSituations[i].type 6= iContext.type then
continue
end if












for i = 0 to situations.length− 1 do
for j = 0 to healthModel.adaptations.length− 1 do
if healthModel.adaptations[j].condition 6= situations[i].condition then
continue
end if




k ← k + 1
end for
end for
return situationAdaptations
end function
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